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Sediment deposit ages inferred from radiocarbon dating of stream bank material were 

used to estimate residence times of valley-floor deposits in headwater valleys of the 

Oregon Coast Range, USA. Inherited ages of radiocarbon-dated material, i.e., time 

between carbon fixation in wood and its incorporation in a sediment deposit, can result in 

over-estimation of the ages of those deposits and, hence, the residence times of sediment 

within those units. Calibrated radiocarbon dates of 126 charcoal pieces sampled from 

Knowles Creek were used to estimate the distribution of inherited ages in fourteen 

depositional units representing three deposit types: fluvial fines, fluvial gravels, and 

debris flows. Within a depositional unit, the inherited age distribution of a piece of 

charcoal was estimated by convolving its calibrated age distribution with that of the piece 

of charcoal with the smallest weighted-mean calibrated age (i.e., an approximation of a 

unit’s date of deposition) within that unit. All inherited age distributions for a particular 

deposit type were then added and normalized to provide a probability distribution of 

inherited ages for that deposit type. Probability distributions of inherited ages average 

688, 1506, and 666 yr for fluvial fines, fluvial gravels, and debris flow units, respectively.  

Curves were fit to inherited age distributions for each deposit type. These curve fits were 

then convolved with deposit age distributions (i.e., equal to calibrated age distributions of 

woody material sampled from stream banks) of samples from Bear Creek (Lancaster and 

Casebeer, 2007) to correct these deposit ages for inherited age. This convolution gives a 



 

 

corrected deposit age. In cases in which means of corrected deposit age distributions for 

an upper unit were older than those of a lower unit within a stratigraphic column, the 

upper sample’s corrected deposit age distribution was set to that of the youngest lower in 

the stratigraphic section. Convolution shifted individual deposit age distributions towards 

zero and increased their standard deviation by an average of 365%. However, 

convolution decreased the standard deviations of normalized probability distribution 

functions of deposit ages inferred from many samples from 1340 to 1197 yr, and from 

471 to 416 yr for lower and upper reaches, respectively, of the Bear Creek valley in the 

Oregon Coast Range. Convolution decreased estimates of mean deposit ages from 1296 

to 1051 yr, and from 308 to 245 yr for lower and upper reaches, respectively, of the Bear 

Creek. Estimates of percentages of basin denudation passing through each reach’s deposit 

(“trapping efficiency”) increased from 11.6% to 14.4%, and from 25.4% to 31.9% for 

lower and upper Bear Creek, respectively. However, basic shapes of residence time 

distributions and, thus, inferences regarding removal of sediment from the reaches did not 

change after deposit dates were corrected. Sediment residence times in the lower Bear 

Creek valley are exponentially distributed, which implies that all sediment has a uniform 

probability of evacuation from deposits, whereas the power-law-distributed residence 

times in upper Bear imply preferential evacuation of younger deposits and preservation of 

older deposits.  

Much of the sediment transported onto valley floors via debris flows is deposited, 

and then is evacuated over longer times. Volumes and residence times of stored sediment 

in these deposits at the transition from debris flow to fluvial evacuation, and their 

associated width of valley floors, vary throughout a network. Export volumes and 

frequencies from tributaries are controls on deposit volumes and may control valley 

widening of mainstem valley floors. In addition, closely spaced tributaries may exert 

composite effects on valley floor landforms. It is hypothesized that the volumes of 

sediment stored at confluences increases with contributing watershed area of tributaries 

to the point where tributary slopes are low enough to cause most debris flows to be 

deposited within tributary valleys instead of in the mainstem valley. In four ~1 km 



 

 

reaches with contributing watershed areas of 0.3 to 5.0 km
2
, field surveys provided 

measures of width of valley floors and volume of deposits, and radiocarbon dating of 

charcoal provided residence times of sediment in these deposits. Mean residence times of 

reaches vary between 1.1 and 2.5 kyr. Exponential distributions fit to residence times 

within two of the reaches imply evacuation of sediment independent of deposit ages. 

Power-law fits to residence times of the other two reaches imply age-dependent 

evacuation of deposits. Distribution shapes of residence times, and their means, do not 

vary systematically with contributing watershed area of mainstems. Mean width of 

mainstem valley floors increases with contributing watershed areas of both mainstems 

and their respective tributaries. Volumes of sediment stored on the valley floor increase 

with contributing areas of mainstems, and these volumes at tributary junctions peaked at 

tributary contributing areas of ~0.1 km
2
. Percentage of basin denudation entering storage 

decreases with contributing area of mainstem. This decrease may be due to increasing 

percentages of sediment supply via fluvial transport for larger watersheds, and much, if 

not most, of this supply routes through the system quickly. 
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1. Introduction 

 

This thesis explores the dynamics of sediment stored on valley floors of small, 

steep watersheds in the Oregon Coast Range, and a bias in a dating technique used in 

studying that sediment. The second chapter examines the effect a bias associated with 

radiocarbon dating has on both the means and the distribution shapes of deposit ages 

estimated via radiocarbon dating woody material from stream banks in work by 

(Lancaster and Casebeer, 2007). The third chapter examines the volumes and residence 

times of sediment stored on valley floors, and the width of these floors in watersheds with 

similar, and larger, contributing areas but different assemblages of tributaries as the work 

of Lancaster and Casebeer (2007).  

1.1 Bias Associated with Radiocarbon Dating 

 Workers frequently estimate deposit ages via radiocarbon dating of organic 

matter, e.g. charcoal (Bush and Silman, 2007; Personius et al., 1993; Pierce and Meyer, 

2008). However, accurate results require that the carbon in the charcoal was fixed from 

the atmosphere a short time before that charcoal’s placement in a deposit. However, for 

deposits on valley floors, carbon in such charcoal may have resided for extended periods 

before deposition in places such as in a standing tree, on the forest floor, and in deposits 

between its source and a deposit from which it was collected. This lag time between 

carbon fixation and placement in a particular deposit is termed “inherited age”. While this 

age has long been recognized (Blong and Gillespie, 1978; Faul, 1960), there has been no 

systematic analysis of this age for carbonaceous material on valley floors.  

I estimated the distribution of inherited ages within 14 distinct deposits 

representing fluvial fines, fluvial gravels, and debris flow deposit types, then used these 

ages to correct age data from (Lancaster and Casebeer, 2007). I determined the inherited 

age of each piece of charcoal by “subtracting” (via convolution) the probability density 

function (PDF) of the minimum calibrated age from its unit with that of the piece. I then 

fit a distribution to all the inherited ages for a deposit type. This fit was then “subtracted” 
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(via conditional convolution) from the PDF of each deposit age of (Lancaster and 

Casebeer, 2007). The resultant, “corrected” PDFs were added together for each reach, 

and I calculated the changes in the means and how the shapes of the distribution changed 

with these corrections.  

1.2 Reservoir Dynamics 

In steep mountain landscapes such as the Oregon Coast Range, debris flows 

deliver much of the sediment generated on hillslopes to valley floors. Debris flow 

deposits on valley floors retain a portion of this sediment for periods of 10
2
-10

3
 yr 

(Lancaster and Casebeer, 2007; Lancaster et al., 2010), and may act as buffers between 

upland disturbance (e.g., wildfire, forest cutting, and road building; Montgomery et al., 

2000; Swanson and Swanson, 1977) and downstream aquatic habitat (Karr, 1998). In 

addition, these deposits may drive widening of valley floors by pushing streams on 

receiving valley floors to the margins of these floors where the streams erode sideslopes 

(Lancaster, 2008).  

Volumes of sediment stored in these deposits increase with contributing 

watershed area of mainstems, although with much variance (Lancaster and Casebeer, 

2007; Lancaster et al., 2001). This variance is due to deposit location: deposits at 

confluences with small tributaries tend to store less sediment than those at confluences 

with large tributaries. However, this increasing relationship may not continue (Benda et 

al., 2004) since tributaries with low slopes (which vary inversely with contributing area) 

export sediment predominantly via fluvial transport. Most of this fluvially-transported 

sediment routes through receiving mainstems quickly (Benda and Dunne, 1997a; 

Milhous, 1973). Finally, closely-spaced confluences may form larger deposits. 

I studied sediment storage in four ~1-km reaches of valley floors, and width of 

these floors, in the Oregon Coast Range. I estimated volumes of sediment in storage, and 

width of valley floors, via surveying longitudinal profiles and cross-sections. I estimated, 

via radiocarbon dating charcoal, ages of deposits exposed in stream banks. I inferred 
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these ages represent residence times of material in these deposits since the banks can be 

considered “flux planes” of material leaving a “reservoir” (i.e., storage; Lancaster and 

Casebeer, 2007; Lancaster et al., 2010). I correct these times for inherited ages using the 

conditional convolution determined in Chapter 2. Borrowing from reservoir theory (Bolin 

and Rodhe, 1973; Eriksson, 1971), I drew inferences, based on the shapes of distributions 

of residence times, regarding age-dependence of removal of sediment from the system. 

Finally, I calculate the trapping efficiency (i.e., the percentage of sediment eroded from 

hillslopes that passes through sediment storage on valley floors) for each reach. 
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2. Dating of Deposits in Mountain Stream Systems: Accounting for Inherited Age 

2.1 Abstract 

Sediment deposit ages inferred from radiocarbon dating of stream bank material were 

used to estimate residence times of valley floor deposits in headwater valleys of the 

Oregon Coast Range, USA. Inherited ages of radiocarbon-dated material, i.e., time 

between carbon fixation in wood and its incorporation in a sediment deposit, can result in 

over-estimation of the ages of those deposits and, hence, the estimated residence times of 

sediment within those units. Calibrated radiocarbon dates of 126 charcoal pieces sampled 

from Knowles Creek were used to estimate the distribution of inherited ages in fourteen 

depositional units representing three deposit types: fluvial fines, fluvial gravels, and 

debris flows. Within a depositional unit, the inherited age distribution of a piece of 

charcoal was estimated by convolving its calibrated age distribution with that of the piece 

of charcoal with the youngest weighted-mean calibrated age (i.e., an approximation of a 

unit’s date of deposition) within that unit. All inherited age distributions for a particular 

deposit type were then added and normalized to provide a probability distribution of 

inherited ages for that deposit type. Probability distributions of inherited ages average 

688, 1506, and 666 yr for fluvial fines, fluvial gravels, and debris flow units, respectively.  

Curves were fit to inherited age distributions for each deposit type. These curve fits were 

then convolved with deposit age distributions (i.e., equal to calibrated age distributions of 

woody material sampled from stream banks) in Bear Creek (Lancaster and Casebeer, 

2007) to correct these deposit age estimates for inherited age. This convolution gives a 

corrected deposit age. In cases in which means of corrected deposit age distributions for 

an upper unit were older than those of a lower unit within a stratigraphic column, the 

upper sample’s corrected deposit age distribution was set to that of the younger, lower-

elevation unit within the column. Convolution shifted individual deposit age distributions 

towards zero and increased their standard deviation by an average of 365%. However, 

convolution decreased the standard deviations of normalized probability distribution 

functions of deposit ages inferred from many samples from 1340 to 1197 yr, and from 

471 to 416 yr for lower and upper reaches, respectively, of the Bear Creek valley in the 
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Oregon Coast Range. Convolution decreased estimates of mean deposit ages from 1296 

to 1051 yr, and from 308 to 245 yr for lower and upper reaches, respectively, of Bear 

Creek. Estimates of percentages of basin denudation passing through each reach’s deposit 

(“trapping efficiency”) increased from 11.6% to 14.4%, and from 25.4% to 31.9% for 

Lower and Upper Bear Creek, respectively. However, basic shapes of residence time 

distributions and, thus, inferences regarding removal of sediment from the reaches did not 

change after estimates of deposit dates of (Lancaster and Casebeer, 2007) were corrected: 

sediment residence times in the Lower Bear Creek valley are exponentially distributed, 

which implies that all sediment has a uniform probability of evacuation from deposits, 

whereas the power-law-distributed residence times in Upper Bear imply preferential 

evacuation of younger deposits and preservation of older deposits.  

2.2 Introduction 

  Radiocarbon dating of organic material is often used to estimate the age of the 

sediment deposits in which the material is found (e.g., Bush and Silman, 2007; Personius 

et al., 1993; Pierce and Meyer, 2008), but an accurate estimate based solely on 

radiocarbon dating assumes that the dated material was young, i.e., having effectively 

zero age, at the time of deposition. This assumption may be violated in two ways: 1) if 

material remained as part of immobile plant parts (e.g., the trunk of a tree) for extended 

periods of time; and, 2) if the material remained, for an extended period of time, in 

storage on its journey from its source to a particular deposit. 

A piece of charcoal may have an already lengthy history by the time it is 

incorporated in a deposit on the valley floor: After being produced by its organism (i.e., 

the tree), that organism may live for many years before dying in the same fire that turns 

some of its wood into charcoal (Gavin, 2001). The charcoal may then remain on the dead 

tree trunk for some time (Gavin, 2001). After the trunk falls, the charcoal will eventually 

be incorporated into mobile regolith, which will, after some time, work its way 

downslope and into a concave hillslope hollow (i.e., a concave portion of hillslope into 

which sediment from surrounding hillslopes moves; Benda and Dunne, 1997b; Dietrich 

and Dunne, 1978). The charcoal may remain in that hollow for many years (Reneau and 
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Dietrich, 1991) before the accumulation of mobile regolith is incorporated in a landslide 

and moved downslope and into the channel network via debris flow (e.g., Lancaster et al., 

2001; May, 2002; Montgomery et al., 2000). Once in the channel network, the charcoal 

may wend its way from deposit to deposit over many years before coming to rest in the 

deposit from which I finally retrieve it for radiocarbon dating (Nichols et al., 2000). Or, 

each of the above stages may be bypassed or short enough for the age of the woody 

material to be young, relative to the analytic and calibration uncertainty in the 

radiocarbon date, at the time of deposition.  

In general, this history prior to deposition, termed “inherited age,” adds an 

unknown bias to the estimated age of the deposit, a bias that has long been recognized 

(e.g., Blong and Gillespie, 1978; Faul, 1960) and addressed in various dating techniques 

(Noller et al., 2000; Whitney, 1962). To account for the possibility that some charcoal 

may have substantial inherited age, more than one sample may be taken from the same 

depositional unit, the age of which is assumed equal to that of the youngest sample 

(Akciz et al., 2009; Meyer et al., 1995; Tornqvist et al.). However, the necessary number 

of samples may make this method economically infeasible: Gavin found that what he 

called “inbuilt ages” relative to forest fires ranged up to 670 years and estimated that the 

sample sizes required to accurately describe the distribution of inbuilt ages were 

impractically large.  

Some studies use stratigraphic age control (e.g., making sure higher deposits are 

not older than lower deposits within a stratigraphic column) to better constrain deposit 

ages, but others simply suffer from unconstrained uncertainties. I were particularly 

interested in using the ages of stream bank deposits as proxies for residence times of 

sediment on headwater valley floors of the Oregon Coast Range (Lancaster and Casebeer, 

2007; and Lancaster et al., 2010), and inherited ages may bias estimates of residence 

times and other related quantities, such as sediment flux rates through deposits. Prior 

studies indicate that, even in these small valleys, the biases can be substantial: (Lancaster 

and Casebeer, 2007; Lancaster et al., 2010) found so-called “age reversals” (i.e., a sample 

with an older date overlying material with a younger date) in 5 of 17 sites with 
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stratigraphic age control (e.g., more than one radiocarbon date from the same vertical 

column). Gavin (2001) found lags between carbon fixation and charcoal formation 

(“inbuilt age”) on the west side of Vancouver Island have a median of 270 yr, and 

interquartile values of 180 and 380 yr.  

While the bias from inherited ages may affect estimates of mean residence times 

of sediment within deposits, the effect of distributions of inherited ages on distributions 

of these residence times is unclear, and may alter our understanding of sediment routing 

through the system.  Lancaster and Casebeer (2007) and Lancaster et al. (2010) used 

large numbers of estimates of residence times to make inferences about age-dependence 

of evacuation of sediment. These inferences are based on reservoir theory (Bolin and 

Rodhe, 1973; Eriksson, 1971) wherein deposits are considered reservoirs (Dietrich et al., 

1982; Lancaster and Casebeer, 2007; Lancaster et al., 2010; note that these authors use 

the term "transit time" whereas I use the term "residence time"). If a sample of residence 

time values is exponentially distributed, mean residence times are equivalent to means of 

their respective deposit ages, and evacuation is independent of deposit age (Dietrich et 

al., 1982; Lancaster and Casebeer, 2007; Lancaster et al., 2010). In contrast, for a 

distribution with a heavy tail (i.e., the decline of probability with residence time is slower 

than for an exponential distribution), mean residence times are less than mean deposit 

ages for the entire reservoir, and sediment is preferentially evacuated from younger 

deposits (Dietrich et al., 1982; Lancaster and Casebeer, 2007; Lancaster et al., 2010).   

The objective of this study is to quantify distributions of inherited ages to address 

these questions: 1) By how much does inherited age alter the estimated deposition ages of 

sediment, and hence related quantities such as flux of sediment, in deposits of small 

streams of the Oregon Coast Range? 2) What is the effect of inherited age bias on 

estimated shapes of residence time distributions of sediment in these streams? I first 

estimate distributions of inherited ages by dating multiple samples of charcoal within 

units representing fluvial fines, fluvial gravels, and debris flow deposit types. I then use 

these distributions to correct estimates of deposit ages, and therefore residence times, of 

Lancaster and Casebeer (2007), and compare the means and shapes of distributions of 
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these corrected residence times with those of raw residence times. I also analyze the 

validity of assumptions of our method of determining inherited ages, and what factors 

may affect these ages.  

2.3 Study Areas 

Study areas are in the Oregon Coast Range since the range provides an ideal place 

to study inherited age and refine dating of deposits. Periodic forest fires (e.g., ~200 yr fire 

return interval; Long et al., 1998) lead to brief periods (e.g., ~10-30 yr) of accelerated 

erosion (e.g., Jackson and Roering, 2009; Swanson, 1981), and provide charcoal that can 

be used in dating of erosion and sediment storage history. In addition, the range has rapid, 

lush forest growth that decreases erosion during inter-fire periods. Finally, the valley 

floors preserve an accessible record of Holocene deposition. 

Within the Oregon Coast Range, data for this study were collected in conjunction 

with the Chapter 3 study located in Knowles Creek that typifies the landscape of the 

Range. This upper reaches of this creek were chosen because: 1) there has been little 

anthropogenic activity (e.g., road building, forest clearing), and thus little alteration of 

natural sediment transport and storage that can be due to e.g. road building and forest 

clearing (Montgomery et al., 2000; Swanson and Swanson, 1977); and, 2) sites are 

exemplary of sediment storage dynamics at the transition from debris flow to fluvial 

transport (Benda and Dunne, 1997a; Benda and Dunne, 1997b; Lancaster et al., 2001). 

Study areas are underlain by gently dipping, massive, Eocene Tyee sandstone (Peck, 

1961). Hillslope angles are typically 40º, and the topography is dissected by a dense 

valley network and has elevations ranging from 70 to 540 m.  Soils are typically less than 

1 m deep, highly porous, and have bulk densities of 1-1.25 Mg/m
3
 (Lancaster and 

Casebeer, 2007; Reneau and Dietrich, 1991). The inherited age data collected in Knowles 

Creek are applied to previously-collected deposit age data of Lancaster and Casebeer 

(2007) in Bear Creek (tributary to Knowles Creek). 

2.4 Methods 

Charcoal Sampling Sites 
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Within study areas, sites for estimating deposit ages were selected from stream 

banks of exposed deposits. In Bear Creek, Lancaster and Casebeer (2007) estimated 

deposit ages at 60 streambank locations. They chose stream banks since these surfaces 

represent “flux planes” (i.e., the planes through which sediment moves out of storage) of 

reservoirs, and deposit ages are inferred as residence times of bank material. Lancaster 

and Casebeer (2007) selected sampling sites from reach-scale, deposit volume-, and bank 

area-, weighted random sampling. This approach ensures samples represent residence 

times in proportion to deposit volumes and likely flux planes of evacuation for an entire 

reach (Lancaster and Casebeer, 2007). Of these deposit ages, 44 were determined via 

radiocarbon dating of woody material (e.g., charcoal, detrital wood), ten were inferred via 

stratigraphic correlation with this radiocarbon-dated material, and six were determined 

from a deposit formed by a debris flow in the 1996 storm.  

Sample sites in Knowles Creek (Figure 2.1) were selected to represent the deposit 

types (fluvial fines, fluvial gravels, and debris flow) of stream banks from which deposit 

ages were estimated by Lancaster and Casebeer (2007) and in Chapter 3, and to improve 

estimates of deposit ages in Chapter 3 (ten of 14 sites). In addition, the remaining four 

sites (i.e., those not used in Chapter 3) were selected to provide data representing 

inherited ages from a broader range of contributing areas and deposit types sampled for 

Chapter 3 or Lancaster and Casebeer (2007). I also chose sites to represent a range of 

contributing watershed areas (Table 2.1) since there may be variation in inherited age 

with the number of potential upslope reservoirs in which charcoal may have resided for 

extended periods (e.g., >10
2
 yr). Finally, two pairs of units within stratigraphic columns 

(at 2013-L and 3397-R; Figure 2.1) were selected as sites for inherited age sampling 

since these sites were found to have age reversals when charcoal were radiocarbon dated 

for Chapter 3.  

For each charcoal sampling site, stratigraphic columns were excavated to visually 

characterize deposit types composing the section, which were typically vertical 

streambanks 0.5-3 m high (Figure 2.2). Each deposit type was classified as fluvial fines 

(bedded silt and sand); fluvial gravels (rounded, clast-supported, imbricated clasts); and 
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debris flow (poorly sorted, matrix-supported deposits of silt- to boulder-sized particles; 

Costa, 1984). 

Radiocarbon Dating  

To understand results from radiocarbon dating, it helps to understand the radiocarbon 

“clock”. The carbon-14 isotope (“
14

C”) is produced in the atmosphere by collisions of 

cosmic ray particles with nitrogen (Trumbore, 2000). This carbon is incorporated into 

CO2, and constitutes a small fraction of CO2 fixed by plants as part of photosynthesis 

(Trumbore, 2000). The ratio of 
14

C to 
12

C in plant cells is indicative of the time since that 

radiocarbon was fixed: the longer the time, the lower the ratio since 
14

C undergoes β-

decay to 
14

N with a half-life of approximately 5730 yr. This 
14

C:
12

C ratio can be 

measured via accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) on samples containing a minimum of 

1 mg of total carbon (Trumbore, 2000). This ratio, along with knowledge of the decay 

rate of 
14

C, provides a measurement of when that radiocarbon was fixed from the 

atmosphere (Trumbore, 2000).  

A single radiocarbon date is transformed into an irregular probability density 

function of age via calibration.  A radiocarbon date and its uncertainty due to analytic 

errors are reported in “radiocarbon years” by radiocarbon dating facilities. These years 

are approximately, but not exactly, the same as calendar years since the amount of 

radiocarbon (i.e., 
14

C) in the atmosphere (i.e., the pool from which plants fix carbon and 

thereby start their radiocarbon “clock”) varies over time. The uncertainty of a 

radiocarbon date gives a probability density function (PDF) that is normally distributed 

about its radiocarbon date, an example of which is shown in Figure A1. To convert a PDF 

of radiocarbon date and associated uncertainty into calendar years, tree-ring based 

calibration curves are used (Reimer et al., 2009). Since the amount of atmospheric 
14

C 

varies over time, the calibration curves are not monotonic (i.e., continuously decreasing). 

This lack of a monotonic function causes PDFs of calibrated ages to be irregular, as 

shown in Figure A1. “Weighted-mean calibrated age”, the term required by many 

reviewers, is the mean of the PDF of calibrated age. From a strictly mathematical 

perspective, “weighted” is unnecessary in the term, although I suspect its use signifies the 
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importance of not taking the average of the upper and lower ages of the PDF, which 

would give an erroneous mean calibrated age. 

Charcoal 

 I selected charcoal as the dating material to constrain inherited ages since this 

material is commonly sampled for radiocarbon dating, is easy to identify, and is 

ubiquitous since it is more resistant to decomposition than uncharred wood. Use of 

charcoal also provides consistency for analysis. When collecting charcoal, disturbed 

sediment (e.g., animal burrows, root wads) was avoided to decrease the possibility of 

sampling charcoal that was moved into a unit after deposition. In addition, I reduced the 

probability of redundant dating of parts of a larger piece of charcoal that may have 

broken during sample collection by 1) maintaining piece integrity by gently sifting 

through matrix when searching for charcoal pieces and 2) discarding recently broken 

pieces, evidence of which are jagged, shiny surfaces. Charcoal pieces were picked out of 

sediment of a deposit, double-wrapped in aluminum foil to exclude carbon fixation from 

e.g., microbes that could change the age of the sample, placed in separate, labeled, sealed 

plastic bags to prevent inter-sample contamination, and placed on ice to slow any 

biological activity. To ensure charcoal pieces contained adequate carbon for radiocarbon 

dating, I collected pieces with a minimum of 2 mm intermediate diameter. 

Multiple charcoal pieces (n=6 to 13) from each of multiple units were dated. The 

goal was to date ten samples per unit, but some pieces were not dated due to insufficient 

quantity remaining after pretreatment. A total of 126 pieces of charcoal were dated from 

14 deposition units. 

  Following standard protocol for radiocarbon dating, each piece of charcoal was 

pretreated with acid-base-acid washes to remove fulvic and humic acids that could alter 

the estimate of the age (U. of Arizona/AMS Facility, 2005). These washed samples were 

then combusted to CO2 in sealed 6-mm-diameter glass tubes (U. of Arizona/AMS 

Facility, 2005). The pre-treated samples were sent to the University of Arizona, where 

they were radiocarbon dated via accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS). Radiocarbon 

dates were calibrated using the calibration curve of Reimer et al., (2009). 
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Inherited Ages and their Underlying Distributions  

The inherited age distribution of a particular piece of charcoal is determined from 

both its own PDF of calibrated age and the calibrated age PDF for the sample with the 

youngest weighted-mean calibrated age of the samples taken from that same depositional 

unit. I assume this latter age represents deposit age. The inherited age for a particular 

piece of charcoal is thus its age minus that of the minimum age from that unit. However, 

the most accurate representations of calibrated ages are their PDFs and not their 

weighted-means, and these PDFs cannot simply be subtracted from one-another. 

 For our purposes, age (e.g., deposit age, inherited age, and calibrated age) is a 

random variable. The PDF representing the difference between two random variables is 

determined via convolution (Ross, 2002). Whereas the inherited age, which is a random 

variable, is the difference between the sample calibrated age and the actual deposit age 

(here, assumed to be the age of the youngest sample from the deposit), both of which are 

also random variables, the PDF of inherited age is determined by the convolution of the 

sample and deposit age PDFs. That is, the inherited age distribution for a sample, j, is 

described by: 

               
                                                  [1] 

where F is the cumulative probability distribution (CDF); t is the value of the inherited 

age random variable; Ij is the random variable representing inherited age for charcoal 

piece j; Aj is the random variable representing the calibrated age of piece j; Amin is the 

random variable representing the minimum calibrated age of charcoal pieces sampled 

from the same unit as piece j; and P indicates the probability that the relationship in 

brackets is true. The difference between two independent random variables is given by 

the convolution integral, and thus (Ross, 2002): 

                 
         

                       
                     [2] 
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where the subscript on the double integral is the region of integration;  f is the PDF of the 

random variable in the subscript of f; and aj and amin are dummy variables associated with 

the random variables in subscripts of the PDFs (Note: for mathematical simplicity, I use 

PDFs, although the data are probability mass functions). Regrouping the terms of [2] 

gives: 

 
 

  
     

             
           

      

  
    [3] 

Since      
            

      

  
           [3] becomes 

    
             

           
 

  
  [4]  

The PDF of this minimum calibrated age for each unit was convolved with each 

PDF of calibrated ages of charcoal within that unit, and this convolution gives the PDF of 

inherited age for each piece sampled from that location. PDFs of individual inherited ages 

are combined for units and deposits types to better understand the data and for their use 

with correcting deposit ages. All PDFs of inherited ages were added and normalized for 

each unit, then the within-unit means and standard deviations were calculated. Similarly, 

all PDFs of inherited ages were added for each deposit type (fluvial fines, fluvial gravel, 

and debris flow) of the entire reach of Knowles, and normalized so the area under their 

curve is 1. Non-negative portions of each normalized PDF were fit with commonly-used 

distributions (Weibull, gamma, exponential, and generalized Pareto), using the least 

squares method. These fits were represented by the random variable If. I chose to fit only 

the non-negative portions of these PDFs since I assume that inherited age cannot be 

negative. I decided to use these fits instead of the normalized PDFs since the data have 

peaks that are particular to the set of samples I collected, and likely do not reflect peaks 

in the underlying distributions of inherited ages. 

Correcting Deposit Ages with Inherited Ages 

 The best estimates of deposit ages for sites of Lancaster and Casebeer (2007) 

were determined by correcting their deposit ages for inherited ages (note these ages are 

expressed with respect to sample date and not the conventional years BP, i.e. 1950). I 

assume that inherited age distributions of charcoal, specific to deposit types, are the same 
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for woody material dated by Lancaster and Casebeer (2007). I made this assumption 

since I did not have inherited age data for the woody material and it is likely that material 

has some inherited age.   

The distribution of each sample age (represented by the random variable Td; “raw 

deposit age”) from (Lancaster and Casebeer, 2007) is convolved with the appropriate 

inherited age distribution, specific to its deposit type, to obtain a “corrected sample age” 

(represented by a random variable T’d). Since negative deposit ages are physically 

impossible, a conditional convolution allows for strictly non-negative corrected deposit 

ages according to (Ross, 2002):  

                                     [5] 

where the “|” indicates a conditional probability (i.e., the right hand term is read as “the 

probability of         given that        ”; this second term ensures non-negative 

deposit ages). The conditional probability on the right hand side of [5] is equivalent to 

(Ross, 2002): 

                          
            

          
                                         [6] 

Where the numerator is 

                                      [7] 

This equation with random variables is transformed into the convolution integral 

following the same steps in going from [1] to [4], to obtain:  

                                               
 

  
                   [8] 

Similarly, the denominator of [6] is 

                                      
               [9]    

                       
 

  
      [10] 

 

where F is the cumulative probability distribution, CDF. Six of thirty deposit ages in 

Upper Bear were based on a debris flow with a known date (Lancaster and Casebeer, 

2007), and therefore these times did not have inherited age and times were not convolved. 
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 Where age reversals occur (i.e., where older material appears to have been 

deposited above younger material) for either raw or corrected deposit ages of Lancaster 

and Casebeer ( 2007), the raw or corrected deposit age distribution of the upper stratum is 

set to that of the younger, lower stratum. A situation is considered an age reversal if the 

95% confidence interval of a distribution of either age does not contain the mean of the 

other age, and the deposit age is greater for the upper stratum than that of the lower 

stratum.    

Determining Distributions of Residence Times 

Lancaster and Casebeer (2007) inferred that deposit ages of stream bank material 

are equivalent to residence times of that material in their respective strata since the stream 

banks represent the flux plane of a deposit. In addition, they considered deposits to be 

reservoirs in which sediment is stored. I make the same inferences and set corrected or 

raw residence times of strata to their respective corrected or raw deposit ages. All PDFs 

of residence times, constrained to either raw or corrected, for a reach of Bear Creek are 

added and normalized to obtain a PDF of corrected or raw residence times for a reach. 

Exceedance plots, determined from PDFs of residence times for a reach, are fit with 

distributions using the least squares method. Exceedance plots are used since they clearly 

illustrate the behavior of the tail of a distribution. Means of, and fits to, normalized PDFs 

of corrected residence times for a reach were compared with those of raw residence 

times.  

Shapes of best fits to distributions of residence times imply presence or lack of 

age-dependence of evacuation of material following reservoir theory: an exponential 

distribution of times implies that, with respect to deposit age, all sediment has a uniform 

probability of evacuation from storage, whereas heavy tails (i.e., tails that decay towards 

zero slower than for an exponential distribution) imply preferential evacuation of younger 

deposits and preservation of older deposits (Dietrich et al., 1982; Lancaster and Casebeer, 

2007; Lancaster et al., 2010). Examples of a heavy-tailed distributions are a power-laws 

with exponent greater than -1 that fits much of the distribution, or a gamma distribution 

with shape factor less than 1 (note: since gamma distributions with shape factors between 
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0.5 and 1 are well-fit by an exponential distribution, I designate distributions that imply 

age-dependent evacuation as those with shape factors less than 0.5). 

Calculating Trapping Efficiency 

Flux, F0, of sediment passing through reach-scale reservoirs is calculated as 

(Eriksson, 1971): 

F0=M0/T0    [11]  

where M0 is the mass of the reservoir, and T0 is the mean of either corrected or raw PDFs 

of residence times for a reach. This mass is calculated from   

           [12]  

where V0 is surveyed volume of sediment on valley floors, and ρs is bulk density of 

sediment, 1.26 x 10
3
 kg/m

3
 (Lancaster and Casebeer, 2007). “Trapping efficiency” can 

then be defined as the percentage of the contributing watershed’s sediment yield that 

passes through the reservoirs (averaged over, e.g., 10
3
 – 10

4
 yr; Reneau and Dietrich, 

1991) and calculated in three different ways as follows:   

1) a high estimate that assumes that all sediment entering storage is derived from the 

reach's local contributing area (i.e., the difference between the contributing areas at the 

upstream and downstream ends of a reach): 

       
 

      
   [13] 

where Te is trapping efficiency; Ar is the local contributing area; Bl is bedrock lowering 

rate of 1.17 x 10
-4

 m/yr (Heimsath et al., 2001); and ρb is bedrock density of 2.27 x 10
3
 

kg/m
3
 (Anderson et al., 2002). 

2) a medium estimate assumes that (a) fluvial and debris-flow deposition contributes to 

storage in proportion to their respective proportions among the deposits from which the 

radiocarbon samples were taken and (b) the fluvial portion is derived in equal proportion 

from all watershed areas, both local and upstream, and all debris-flow deposits are 

derived from the local contributing area:   

      
 

      
    

  

   
       [14] 
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where Fd is the fraction of fluvial deposit types from charcoal sampling units; Ads is the 

contributing area at the downstream end of the reach; and, Dd is the fraction of debris 

flow deposits at charcoal sampling units. 

3) a low estimate that assumes that all watershed areas, both local and upstream, 

contribute equally to the sediment in storage:  

      
 

       
   [15] 

 

2.5 Results 

2.5.1 Calibrated Ages from Knowles Creek 

 Deposit ages in Knowles Creek, inferred from minimum calibrated ages for each 

stratum, range from 143 to 7530 yr (Figure 2.1, Table A1). Twelve percent of calibrated 

ages exceed their respective stratum’s minimum calibrated ages by at least 2,500 yr. For 

reference, 2,500 yr is approximately twice the mean of deposit ages from Lower Bear 

(Lancaster and Casebeer, 2007). The percentage of weighted-mean calibrated ages that 

are within two standard deviations of their respective minimum weighted-mean calibrated 

ages for each stratum ranges from 0% to 88% (Table 2.1). 

2.5.2 Inherited Ages 

  PDFs of inherited ages for depositional units provide insight into how large 

inherited ages can be, and clarify age reversals found in the study of Chapter 3. For 

example, the largest mean and standard deviation of these PDFs are 2698 and 3688 yr, 

respectively (Table 2.1; Figure 2.3B). In contrast, the smallest of these means and 

standard deviations are 61 and 133 yr, respectively (Table 2.1, Figure 2.3D). Half of the 

units have mean inherited ages >1,000 yr. Unit-specific means of inherited ages do not 

vary systematically with contributing watershed area, but do vary with deposit type 

(Table 2.1). Upon additional dating of charcoal from those units that exhibited age 

reversals in Chapter 3, age reversals no longer existed (Figure 2.1).  

Means of inherited ages are 688, 1506, and 666 yr for fluvial fines, fluvial 

gravels, and debris flow deposit types, respectively (Table 2.2). The standard deviations 
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of inherited ages for these deposit types are 862, 2176, and 1579 yr, respectively. The 

best fits to distributions of inherited ages for the deposit types were Weibull distributions 

with R
2
>0.96 (Table 2.2, Figure 2.4).  

2.5.3 Individual Corrected Deposit Ages 

With correction of individual PDFs of deposit ages, peaks of PDFs shift towards 

zero age, become smoother, and decrease in height with respect to raw distributions of 

deposit ages (Figure 2.5). For example, estimates of deposit ages decrease with 

convolution from 5119 to 4233 yr, and from 181 to 137 yr for deposits BC-26 and BC-1, 

respectively (Table A2). In addition, the distributions spread out, thereby smoothing 

peaks and increasing the standard deviations from 116 to 1165 yr, and from 79 to 84 yr 

for samples BC-26 and BC-1, respectively. The smaller increase for the latter deposit age 

estimate is due to its peak closer to zero age and thus there is less range over which the 

distribution may spread.   

Adjusting for individual age reversals decreased means of deposit ages for entire 

reaches. These reversals occurred in Lower Bear (one of five possible age reversals, i.e., 

where I had stratigraphic age control; 403 yr difference between upper and lower strata’s 

corrected deposit ages) and Upper Bear (three of three possible age reversals; 725, 1130, 

and 3528 yr difference between upper and lower strata’s corrected deposit ages; Table 

A2). Adjusting these deposit ages for age reversals decreased mean deposit ages for 

Lower and Upper Bear from 1064 to 1051 yr, and from 406 to 245 yr, respectively. These 

adjustments did not alter type of distributions fit to normalized PDFs of deposit ages, and 

hence those of inferred residence times of sediment within these deposits, for each reach: 

the R
2
-value for the exponential fit for Lower Bear remains 0.97, and the exponent, R

2
-

value, and range of power-law fit for Upper Bear remain similar (Table 2.3). Consistency 

of inferences on age-dependence of evacuation is also supported by shape factors of 

gamma distributions that are similar between raw and corrected residence times. 

2.5.4 Corrected Residence Times for Reaches 

Normalized PDFs of residence times for the reaches are changed with correction 

in similar ways as PDFs of individual residence times. The center of mass of corrected 
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residence times shifts towards zero with respect to raw residence times (Figure 2.6), with 

median residence times decreasing with convolution from 703 to 503 yr, and from 208 to 

133 yr for Lower and Upper Bear, respectively (Table 2.4). Similarly, the range of 

residence times decreases with convolution: values of T90 decrease from 3,358 to 2,853 

yr, and from 618 to 538 yr for Lower and Upper Bear, respectively (Table 2.4). Means of 

corrected deposit ages, and thus those of inferred residence times, decrease from 1,296 to 

1,051 yr, and from 308 to 245 yr for Lower and Upper Bear, respectively (Table 2.4). 

These decreases in means increase the trapping efficiencies from 11.6% to 14.4% for 

Lower Bear, and from 25.4% to 31.9% for Upper Bear (Table 2.4).  

 The distribution type which best fits exceedance plots of residence times for each 

reach remains similar with correction (Figure 2.7, Table 2.3). The exceedance plot of 

corrected residence times of Lower Bear is best fit by a gamma distribution with shape 

factor near 1 (Figure 2.7A), which indicates it also well-fit by exponential distribution 

(Table 2.3). In contrast, the exceedance plot of corrected residence times for Upper Bear 

is best fit by a gamma distribution with shape factor less than 0.5 (Figure 2.7B). For this 

reach, a power-law fits much of its distribution well (Table 2.3). 

2.6 Discussion 

2.6.1 Assessment of Inherited Ages and Factors Contributing to Their Accrual 

While the minimum weighted-mean calibrated age of charcoal for a unit is not 

necessarily the unit’s deposit age, this calibrated age is assumed likely close to (e.g., 

within 100 yr) this date because there is low probability of all charcoal pieces having 

large inherited age. This low probability is due to: 1) most charcoal produced in fires is 

likely on young (i.e. <50 yr) wood since this wood lies on the outside of tree trunks, 

which make up the predominant source of charcoal; 2) increased sediment (and hence 

charcoal) transport following fire (Jackson and Roering, 2009; Roering and Gerber, 2005; 

Swanson, 1981), a portion of which is deposited on valley floors; and, 3) a portion of this 

transported charcoal was likely produced in the most recent fire, especially given that dry 

ravel moves much surface material towards toes of hillslopes (Jackson and Roering, 
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2009; Roering and Gerber, 2005) and thereby concentrates charcoal in locations where it 

is most likely to add to be incorporated in debris flows.  

Distributions of calibrated ages, within their respective units, may provide further 

support for the assumption regarding minimum age. Clustering of 28% of weighted-mean 

calibrated ages indistinguishable from their respective minimum weighted-mean 

calibrated ages (Table 2.1) may be due to increased sediment transport following fire 

supports the inference that much of the charcoal in a deposit was formed in a fire that was 

recent with respect to deposit formation date. Units 3397-Ra and 4379-L had no ages 

within this confidence interval, and their minimum weighted-mean calibrated ages were 

234 and 499 yr, respectively. However, these minimum ages are sufficiently young that 

potential errors due to overestimating their respective deposit ages would be small when 

combined with the other units in their respective deposit types.   

 Whereas a particular distribution shape to fit to inherited age data may be 

suggested by either process (Ibe, 2009) or by convention (Bras, 1990), there have been no 

other studies of distribution shapes of inherited ages, and I lack detailed information on 

routing and storage of charcoal through these watersheds to suggest use of a particular 

distribution type. Thus, I chose the Weibull distribution from commonly-used 

distributions (including gamma and exponential), and that consistently had the largest R
2
 

value among the distribution types tested. This distribution fits well all inherited age 

distributions as suggested by all R
2
 values above 0.96. Other than near zero age, the data 

and their fits are always within 10% of one-another, which further supports the goodness 

of these fits (Figure 2.4). 

While data on inherited ages do not indicate how these ages accumulate, I 

speculate that upslope storage dominates their accrual. In a similar landscape to that of 

Knowles and Bear Creeks, Reneau and Dietrich (1991) found radiocarbon-dated 

charcoal, collected from hollows (i.e., a potential storage site in which charcoal could 

remain for >10
2
 yr before reaching a deposit), averaged ~5 kyr . However, inherited ages 

are mostly less than ages of Reneau and Dietrich (1991). This dissimilarity may be due to 

removal of older charcoal from potential sample sizes due to preferential breakdown of 
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older material during transport in landslides and debris flows, or may be due to only a 

small percentage of charcoal, collected on valley floors, resting in hollows en route 

through a watershed.  

Insight on potential inbuilt age (sensu Gavin 2001) provides further support that 

storage of charcoal in the landscape may accrue greater inherited age than age of material 

at time of charring. Charcoal in study site deposits likely have inbuilt ages much less than 

those of (Gavin, 2001) since the former sites likely have mean fire intervals of ~200 yr 

(Long et al., 1998), whereas (Gavin et al., 2003) indicates it may exceed 1,000 yr for the 

his sites. In addition, our study sites have shorter-lived and faster-decaying trees 

(predominantly Douglas fir in Oregon versus western red cedar in Gavin’s sites). The 

inference that inbuilt age does not dominate accumulation of inherited ages in our study 

sites is supported by: 1) Gavin’s (2001) median inbuilt age of 270 yr is less than half of 

smallest mean inherited ages for deposit types (Table 2.2); and, 2) Gavin’s (2001) 

maximum inbuilt age (670 yr) is much less than many inherited ages of this study (18% 

of inherited ages larger than 1350 yr).  

Sites with large contributing areas potentially have higher probability of accruing 

larger inherited ages than sites with small contributing areas since the latter have shorter 

mean flow paths, and thus less opportunity to enter storage. For example, fluvial deposits 

at 1 km
2
 contributing area have had many fewer potential fluvial deposits within which 

charcoal may have resided than a fluvial deposit at 100 km
2
 contributing area. However, 

inherited ages were determined in too few units with different contributing areas to 

support inferences one way or another, especially for fluvial fines and fluvial gravels. 

Perhaps there would have been greater differences in inherited ages of sites with large 

and small contributing areas had the contributing areas of fluvial deposits spanned a 

larger range, as hypothesized by Blong and Gillespie (1978).  

Examination of inherited ages specific to deposit types may provide some insight 

on dynamics of charcoal. Since study reaches are so steep, fluvial fines deposits in the 

reaches are likely formed uniquely behind dams, and these dams are predominantly 

created by debris flows. As debris flows may cluster in time due to fires (Benda and 
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Dunne, 1997b), the source of these fluvial fines deposits may be debris flows. The similar 

means of inherited ages for fluvial fines and debris flow deposits may be due to this 

combination of debris flows acting as source of fines and mechanism causing deposition 

of fines. While Reneau and Dietrich (1991) found average ages of ~5 kyr for charcoal in 

hollows, these hollows likely comprise a small portion of debris flow deposits (May, 

2002). Instead, most of the material in debris flows is scoured from the channel and 

therefore was likely removed from hillslopes within the previous ~0.5 kyr (Lancaster et 

al., 2010; May and Gresswell, 2004). In contrast, the mean of inherited ages for fluvial 

gravels is larger, by a factor of ~2.5, than those for fluvial fines and debris flows. Fluvial 

gravels’ large mean may be due to their source from both debris flows and deposits 

within respective mainstem valleys that may have resided in these valleys for long times. 

2.6.2 Corrected Residence Times 

 Mean inherited ages for individual depositional units span a larger range than 

mean raw deposit ages exposed in stream banks (i.e., from which Lancaster and Casebeer 

(2007) infer mean residence times; Tables 2.1 and 2.4). However, corrected residence 

times do not decrease by the magnitude of mean inherited ages (Table A2) because 

conditional convolution (equations 6, 8, 10) decreases a residence time distribution for a 

depositional unit only by the portion of an inherited age distribution that is less than or 

equal to that of a residence time. PDFs of individual corrected residence times are flatter 

and broader than their respective raw PDFs, and thus standard deviations increase with 

convolution (Figure 2.5). However, absolute changes in standard deviations with 

convolution are less for smaller residence times than for larger residence times (Figure 

2.5). This difference is due to convolution spreading PDFs over their entire range 

between zero and maximum residence time, and thus large residence times have a larger 

range over which their PDF is spread. In contrast, when PDFs of all residence times for a 

reach are added and normalized, the effect of shifting all times towards zero outweighs 

the effect of increasing individual standard deviations due to convolution, and thereby 

creates standard deviations for the normalized, corrected PDFs that are less than those of 

respective raw distributions (Table 2.4). Whereas standard deviations of normalized 
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PDFs represent the variation within that distribution, standard deviations of individual 

corrected residence time PDFs represent uncertainty of that residence time due to 

calibration and analytic errors, and the effect of inherited ages. 

Whereas adjusting for age reversals decreases the mean of corrected residence 

times for Lower Bear by less than 2%, this adjustment decreases that of Upper Bear by 

40%. This large difference in Upper Bear is due to three age reversals that are large with 

respect to their mean. However, the combined adjustments due to both age reversals and 

inherited ages make for differences between means of corrected and raw residence times 

of 19% and 20% for Lower and Upper Bear, respectively.  

While other materials (e.g., wood) may have different distributions of inherited 

ages than those of charcoal since they may have different potential for preservation and 

time spent incorporated in large boles, no inherited age data exist for these materials. I 

thus chose to convolve PDFs of raw residence times for all materials according to 

equations 6, 8, and 10. When residence times of only charcoal were convolved, the mean 

residence times decrease by 221 and 64 yr for Lower and Upper Bear, respectively, 

instead of by 247 and 85 yr when convolving residence times for all materials. Further 

study of inherited ages of other materials would provide greater insight to the effect of 

these ages on means of, and fits to, residence time distributions. 

Corrections to residence times increase estimates of trapping efficiencies by large 

amounts (Table 2.4, Equations 11-15). This trapping efficiency increases by ~25% for 

each reach when using corrected instead of raw residence times. The revised estimate of 

trapping efficiency is still less than 15% (i.e., near that estimated in Lancaster and 

Casebeer (2007) for Lower Bear. However, the new estimate of trapping efficiency, 32%, 

for Upper Bear is much larger than that listed in Lancaster and Casebeer (2007), 18%. 

This large increase is predominantly due to large adjustments in three residence times, 

due to age reversals, of Upper Bear. A trapping efficiency for an entire reach of 32% is 

smaller than that of a deposit at the mouth of a tributary predominantly exporting 

sediment via debris flows (>60% trapping efficiency; Lancaster et al., 2010), and larger 

than that of a deposit at the mouth of a tributary exporting sediment predominantly via 
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fluvial transport (<5%; Lancaster et al., 2010). Sediment is transported through Upper 

Bear both fluvially and in debris flows, which may explain its estimate of trapping 

efficiency lying between the end members of Lancaster et al. (2010). 

2.6.3 Shapes of Distributions of Corrected Residence Times 

 Inferences on age-dependence of evacuation do not change with adjustment for 

inherited age (Equations 6, 8, and 10; Figure 2.7). The R
2
-value and exponent of the 

exponential distribution for Lower Bear are nearly the same for both raw and corrected 

residence times (Table 2.3). Similarly, the exponent of the power-law fit for Upper Bear 

is nearly the same for corrected and raw residence times, although the R
2
-value increases 

from 0.78 to 0.85. The consistency  of distribution shapes with correction supports 

previous inferences on age-preference of evacuation (Lancaster and Casebeer, 2007): 

Lower Bear’s gamma fit with shape factor near 1 indicates an exponential distribution fits 

well (R
2
=0.96), and therefore implies a probability of sediment evacuation that is 

independent of deposit age; Upper Bear’s heavy tail (i.e., a gamma shape factor less than 

0.5) implies preferential evacuation of younger deposits and preservation of older 

deposits. The exponential distribution of Lower Bear suggests its mean residence time 

equals mean age of the entire deposit on its valley floor (i.e., not just deposit ages of bank 

material), whereas the heavy tail fit to residence times in Upper Bear suggests mean age 

of the entire deposit on the valley floor of Upper Bear is larger than its respective mean 

residence time. 

2.7 Conclusion 

Mean inherited ages for deposit types span a larger range than those of raw 

deposit ages analyzed in this study. However, estimates of means of deposit ages for an 

entire reach, and hence those of inferred residence times, are decreased by much less than 

mean inherited ages since the correction procedure (i.e., conditional convolution) uses 

only the portion of inherited ages that are less than deposit ages. In Upper Bear, estimates 

of mean residence times are decreased by 40% when correcting for age reversals, 

whereas in Lower Bear this decrease is less than 2%. Estimates of deposit ages decrease 

by 19% and 20 % for Lower and Upper Bear, respectively, with correction for inherited 
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ages. These decreases in mean residence times increase estimates of the percentage of 

basin denudation passing through the deposits by 25% for each reach.  

Corrections for inherited ages maintain similar shapes fit to exceedance plots of 

residence times, thereby supporting previous inferences about sediment evacuation from 

the two reaches (Lancaster and Casebeer, 2007): Lower Bear has age-independent 

evacuation of sediment from the reach, whereas Upper Bear has preferential evacuation 

of younger deposits and preservation of older deposits. 

Decreases in residence time estimates due to inherited ages indicate that these 

ages may be important to address in diverse studies (e.g., seismology, paleofire ecology, 

and archeology) that depend on radiocarbon dating. Further study is warranted to 

elucidate controls on inherited ages of charcoal, and how these ages vary with type of 

material dated. 

 

Table 2.1 Data describing sampling sites and their respective normalized inherited age 

distributions.  
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2013-La 0.9 FG 1.09 13 1184 2045 4/12 

2013-Lb 0.3 FG 1.09 8 2698 2803 1/7 

2611-L 0.2 FG 1.76 8 609 780 2/7 

2778-R 1.7 DF 0.08 8 1264 2181 1/7 

3397-Ra 1.4 DF 0.05 10 614 669 0/9 

3397-Rb 1.1 DF 0.05 9 88 133 5/8 

3770-R 1.0 FF 3.29 8 1038 1219 3/7 

4048-R 0.6 DF <0.01 6 1677 3688 4/5 

4194-R 1.3 FF 4.16 10 629 621 1/9 

4204-

RTR 

0.4 DF 0.09 10 1067 1066 1/9 
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4254-

RTR 

0.5 DF 0.16 9 61 165 7/8 

4379-L 0.4 FG 4.44 6 1810 1996 0/5 

4414-

RTR 

0.8 DF 0.42 10 299 203 1/9 

4534-L 1.0 FF 4.91 11 488 629 1/10 
1
 Number is streamwise-distance from divide, “R” and “L” refer to right and left bank 

(facing downstream) of stream, “RT”=right bank tributary, and “a” and “b” refers to 

upper and lower units of a stratigraphic column, respectively. 
2
Height above water surface (at summer low flow), or thalweg if stream section is dry. 

3 
Deposit of unit; FG=fluvial gravel; FF=fluvial fines, DF=debris flow. 

4 
CA = contributing area. 

5 
Mean inherited age for each depositional unit. Note: inherited ages include convolutions 

of minimum calibrated ages. 
6 

Standard deviation of inherited age for each unit, determined from normalized PDFs of 

each unit. 
7 

 The proportion of weighted mean calibrated ages and minimum weighted mean 

calibrated ages that are within 95% confidence intervals of one another for a unit. This 

proportion excludes the minimum weighted mean calibrated age for that unit. 

 

Table 2.2 Summary of inherited ages for each deposit type, with parameters and R
2
 of 

Weibull distributions fit to these ages.  

Deposit 

type
#
 

Mean (yr.)
##

 Standard 

deviation (yr.)
 ##

 

Distribution
###

 

A B R
2
 

FF (n=29) 688 862 0.02075 0.612 0.970 

FG (n=35) 1506 2176 0.02905 0.5129 0.965 

DF (n=62) 666 1579 0.04913 0.5201 0.974 
#
FF=fluvial fines; FG=fluvial gravel; DF=debris flow; n is the total number of charcoal 

samples dated for each deposit type. 
##

Mean and standard deviation of inherited ages calculated from normalized PDFs for 

each deposit type. 
###

Cumulative distributions for each deposit type were fit with Weibull cumulative 

distribution function, F(t) = 1-exp(-A*t
B
), where A is the scale parameter and B is the 

shape parameter (Ross, 2002).  

 

Table 2.3 Equations of fits, and associated R
2
 (fraction of variance explained), to 

exceedance plots of residence times (Figure 2.7) for each reach. 

 Lower Bear Upper Bear 

power law, P=2(10)
11

t
-3.6

, t>2,000 yr; R
2
=0.90 P=156t

-1.15
, t>200 yr; R

2
=0.78 
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raw 

power law, 

corrected 

P=8(10)
8
t
-2.8

, t>2,000 yr; R
2
=0.92 P=105t

-1.13
, t>200 yr; R

2
=0.85 

exponential, 

raw 

P=e
-0.00072t

; R
2
=0.97 P=e

-0.0018t
; R

2
=0.21 

exponential, 

corrected 

P=e
-0.00089t

; R
2
=0.97 P=e

-0.0019t
; R

2
=0.14 

 

Table 2.4 Characteristics of sediment reservoirs. 

 Lower 

Bear
§
 

Upper 

Bear
§
 

Full 

Basin
§,#

 

Contributing area (km
2
) 2.23 (0.88)

##
 1.35 2.23 

Gradient 2.5%-5% 5%-25% N.A. 

Volume (m
3
) 4.72 x 10

4
 2.23 x 

10
4
 

6.95 x 10
4
 

Mean raw residence time (yr) 1296 308 979 

Mean corrected residence time (yr) 1051 245 792 

Standard deviation of raw residence times (yr) 1340 471 1225 

Standard deviation of corrected residence 

times (yr) 

1197 416 1081 

Median raw residence time (yr) 703 208 408 

Median corrected residence time (yr) 503 133 293 

90
th
 percentile of raw residence times (yr) 3343 618 2828 

90
th
 percentile of corrected residence times 

(yr) 

2853 538 2508 

Mass flux through reservoir (kg/yr), raw
†
 4.59 x 10

4
 9.13 x 

10
4
 

8.94 x 10
4
 

Mass flux through reservoir (kg/yr), corrected
†
 5.66 x 10

4
 1.15 x 

10
5
 

1.03 x 10
5
 

Trapping efficiency, raw
††

  11.5 (7.6 – 

19.4)
 §§

 

25.4 15.1 

Trapping efficiency, corrected
††

 14.4 (9.5-

24.2)
 §§

 

31.9 18.6 

§
Residence times based on normalized PDFs for each reach. “Raw” refers to normalized 

PDFs of calibrated ages and include calibrated ages that are adjusted for age reversals by 

setting the calibrated age PDF of the older, upper unit to that of the younger unit. 

“Corrected” refers to normalized PDFs of corrected ages from equations 6, 8, and 10 and 

include corrected dates that are adjusted for age reversals by setting the calibrated age 

PDF of the older, upper unit to that of the younger unit.  
#
Volume-weighted averages where appropriate, N.A. where not applicable. 

##Number in parentheses is local area (total area minus upper basin area). 
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†Assumes 1.26 x 10
3
 kg/m

3
 as a bulk density for the deposit (Lancaster, unpublished data, 

2006)
 
 

††Assumes a weathered bedrock density of 2.27 x 10
3
 kg/m

3
 (Anderson et al., 2002), and 

bedrock lowering rate of 1.17 x 10
-4

 m/yr (Heimsath et al., 2001) in the upstream 

contributing area for a unit mass flux of 266 tons/km
2
/yr. 

§§
Assumes local contribution to storage is 59.4% and comprises fluvial deposits in 

proportion to ratio of local to total area and all debris flow deposits; in parentheses, lower 

value assumes local contribution is 39.5% (the ratio of local to total area), upper value 

assumes local contribution is 100%. 
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Figure 2.1 Location map of sample sites with stratigraphic columns of channel banks and 

weighted mean calibrated ages of charcoal extracted from respective units. Underlined 

text identifies depositional units by streamwise-distance from divide and relative location 

at that distance, “R” and “L” refer to right and left bank (facing downstream) of stream, 

“RT”=right bank tributary, and “a” and “b” refer to upper and lower dated units of a 

stratigraphic column, respectively. White circles indicate sample locations on both the 

stream map and within stratigraphic columns. Darker and lighter shades of yellow, red, 

and blue differentiate coarser and finer textures of debris flow, fluvial fines, and fluvial 

gravel deposits, respectively. Inset map shows location of reaches of Bear Creek and 

Knowles Creek in Oregon. Horizontal scale bar is for stream map, vertical scale bar is for 

stratigraphic columns. In the inset map, the section of Knowles Creek from which 

charcoal was selected is highlighted in red, and the Lower and Upper Bear valley reaches 

are highlighted in blue and green, respectively. Table 2.1 includes more data about each 

sample site. 
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Figure 2.2 Photograph of left-bank exposure of an example stratigraphic section 2013 m 

from drainage divide, shown in Figure 2.1. Stratigraphic interpretation (FG-fluvial 

gravel); and radiocarbon sample locations (small white circles located immediately above  

sample location name). The top and bottom depositional units are separated by a thin unit 

of gravel <2 cm intermediate diameter. Note that bottom of measuring tape is ~0.2 m 

above thalweg, thus the reading of sample heights 0.2 m lower on the tape than that listed 

in Table 2.1. 
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Figure 2.3 Examples of normalized probability density functions at two sites: calibrated 

(A and C) and inherited ages (B and D) for sites 2013-Lb (A and B) and 4254-RTR (C 

and D). 
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C) 

 

Figure 2.4 CDFs and associated Weibull distribution fit to inherited ages for deposit 

types: (A) fluvial fines, (B) debris flow, and (C) fluvial gravel units. Blue line is the 

normalized data, red line is Weibull function fit to the data with its equation and fraction 

of variance explained, R
2
, listed.  
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Figure 2.5 Example probability density functions for corrected (gray; convolved using 

Weibull fit in Figure 2.4C) and raw (black) residence times for deposit ages of Lancaster 

and Casebeer (2007): BC-26 (B) and BC-1 (C). Means (µ) and standard deviations (σ) 

are listed in years before sampling date, 2003.   

 

 
 

Figure 2.6 Normalized probability densities versus time for raw residence times (years 

before sampling date, 2003) from Lower (A) and Upper (C) Bear Creek (calibrated from 

IntCal09 of Reimer et al. (2009) and Bomb04NH1 of Hua and Barbetti (2004). 

Normalized probability densities of corrected residence times for Lower (B) and Upper 

(D) Bear. Shading indicates different contributions of different deposit types: black is 

debris flow (DF); gray is fluvial fines (FF); white is fluvial gravels (FG). Numbers next 
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to arrows in C, D indicate values of density peaks outside range of plots. All PDFs 

determined after correction for age reversals. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.7 Exceedance plots for data from Bear Creek, determined from normalized 

PDFs of residence times for each reach (Figure 2.6), for Lower (A) and Upper (B) Bear 
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Creek. Black lines are corrected data, black dashed lines are raw data.  Gray lines are 

gamma distributions fit to PDFs of corrected (solid) and raw (dashed).  Gamma 

distributions list shape and scale factors, and fraction of variance explained, R
2
. Raw and 

corrected data include corrections for age reversals. 
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3. Sediment Storage in Steepland, Headwater Valley Floors: Variations in Volumes, 

Residence Times, and Valley Floor Width with Network Structure 

3.1 Abstract 

Much of the sediment transported onto valley floors via debris flows is deposited, 

and then is evacuated over longer times. Volumes and residence times of stored sediment 

in these deposits at the transition from debris flow to fluvial evacuation, and their 

associated width of valley floors, vary throughout a network. Export volumes and 

frequencies from tributaries are controls on deposit volumes and may control valley 

widening of mainstem valley floors. In addition, closely spaced tributaries may exert 

composite effects on valley floor landforms. It is hypothesized that the volumes of 

sediment stored at confluences increases with contributing watershed area of tributaries 

to the point where tributary channel slopes are low enough to cause most debris flows to 

be deposited within tributary valleys instead of in the mainstem valley. In four ~1 km 

reaches with contributing watershed areas of 0.3 to 5.0 km
2
, field surveys provided width 

of valley floors and volumes of deposits, and radiocarbon dating of charcoal provided 

residence times of sediment in these deposits. Mean residence times of reaches vary 

between 1.1 and 2.5 kyr. Exponential distributions fit to residence times within two of the 

reaches imply evacuation of sediment is independent of deposit ages. Power-law fits to 

residence times of the other two reaches imply age-dependent evacuation of deposits. 

Distribution shapes of residence times, and their means, do not vary systematically with 

contributing watershed area of mainstems. Mean width of mainstem valley floors 

increases with contributing watershed areas of both mainstems and their respective 

tributaries. Volumes of sediment stored on the valley floor increased with contributing 

areas of mainstems, and the volumes stored at tributary junctions peaked at tributary 

contributing areas of ~0.1 km
2
. Percentage of basin denudation entering storage decreases 

with contributing area of mainstem. This decrease may be due to increasing percentages 

of sediment supply via fluvial transport for larger watersheds, and much, if not most, of 

this supply routes through the system quickly. 

3.2 Introduction 
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In the steep mountain landscapes typical of active continental margins (e.g., 

Taiwan and the coastal ranges of Washington, Oregon, and California), shallow 

landslides commonly become rapid debris flows that travel through and scour the steepest 

(e.g., >10%; Benda and Dunne, 1987; Stock and Dietrich, 2003) part of the valley 

network (e.g., Benda, 1990; Dietrich and Dunne, 1978; Dietrich et al., 1982; Hovius et 

al., 2000). These debris flows are then deposited in the headwater valley network (e.g., 

May and Gresswell, 2004), where the deposited sediment temporarily overwhelms the 

capacity of fluvial transport, which must eventually evacuate all sediment produced in the 

watershed. These rapid landslides and debris flows commonly compose a large, perhaps 

even major, part of the sediment delivery to valley floors, and the deposits impound 

additional sediment transported both fluvially and in subsequent debris flows (Lancaster 

and Grant, 2006; Lancaster et al., 2001; May and Gresswell, 2004). 

To understand the transport of sediment from its hillslope sources to its eventual 

delivery to the continental shelf and in the deep ocean, and to understand  sediment 

routing at any point in the fluvial system, it is necessary to understand the dynamics of 

deposition, storage, and evacuation of sediment at the transition from dominance of 

transport by debris flows to dominance by fluvial transport. For example, where past 

stream management practices, such as transport of cut logs by splash damming and 

misguided “improvement” of salmonid migration corridors by removing wood from 

streams, have removed sediment needed by spawning fish (e.g., Karr, 1998), sediment 

stored at the debris flow-fluvial transition may represent an important source of the 

gravel necessary to maintain and rehabilitate spawning streams.  

Moreover, while the probability of deposition varies in time (e.g., Benda and 

Dunne, 1997b), that probability also varies in space so that some points in the valley 

network, over long times, receive more debris-flow deposition than others (Lancaster et 

al., 2001), as evidenced by the spatial variability of stored sediment volumes (Lancaster 

and Casebeer, 2007; Lancaster et al., 2001) and the existence of debris-flow fans at some 

tributary junctions and not others (e.g., Lancaster et al., 2010). These spatial variations in 
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debris-flow sediment delivery may, over geologic time, drive variations in valley width 

and gradient (Lancaster, 2008).  

Reservoir theory, which can be applied to control volumes with defined entrances 

and exits through which particles move (“flux planes”;  Bolin and Rodhe, 1973; Eriksson, 

1971), helps to provide some insight into the dynamics of deposits at the debris flow-

fluvial transition. For a reservoir comprising valley-floor (i.e., the area containing a 

stream channel, adjacent deposits and associated landforms located on top of 

approximately level bedrock (Lancaster, 2008), and bounded by toes of hillslopes) 

sediment deposits, the input flux planes are: 1) the plane defined by the upstream valley 

floor cross-section; and, 2) the side margins of the valley floor (i.e., the toes of hillslopes 

and mouths of tributaries). Similarly the output flux “plane” is the irregular surface 

comprising the channel banks. Note that, by this definition, sediment that crosses the 

input flux planes but remains in the active channel network effectively bypasses the 

valley-floor storage reservoir, but sediment that crosses the input flux plane and plugs the 

pre-existing channel effectively changes the location of the output flux plane. Sediment 

storage reservoirs contain, conceptually, sediment parcels that have different residence 

times, defined as the time measured from deposition within, to evacuation from, a given 

reservoir (“transit times” of Dietrich et al., 1982; Lancaster and Casebeer, 2007; 

Lancaster et al., 2010). The total volume of these parcels and their residence times 

determine how any sediment input “signal” is modified to produce the sediment output to 

downstream channels.  

In the application of reservoir theory to sediment routing, models have generally 

assumed that sediments in each reservoir are well mixed, in that all sediment, regardless 

of its time of deposition, has an equal probability of evacuation (Benda and Dunne, 

1997a; Lisle and Church, 2002; Malmon et al., 2003). This equal-opportunity evacuation 

implies that both residence times and ages of material cycling through the reservoir are 

exponentially distributed: the times between addition of material and its evacuation are 

exponentially distributed, and the times since deposition of material still in the reservoir 

are also exponentially distributed. Our ability to make inferences about reservoir 
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characteristics works in the other direction as well: an exponential distribution of 

residence times or ages implies that all material in the reservoir has an equal probability 

of evacuation (Bolin and Rodhe, 1973; Dietrich et al., 1982; Eriksson, 1971).  

Lancaster and Casebeer (2007) found just such an exponential distribution of 

residence times of valley floor sediment deposits in a 1.3 km-long headwater (upstream 

contributing area of ~1–2 km
2
) valley reach in the Oregon Coast Range, but they found 

that residence times in the adjacent, upstream 1.3-km-long valley reach had a heavy-

tailed distribution, i.e., the numbers of sediment parcels with longer residence times were 

greater than an exponential distribution would indicate, implying that the probability of 

evacuation decreases with deposit age (Bolin and Rodhe, 1973; Dietrich et al., 1982; 

Eriksson, 1971). Similarly, Nakamura and Kikuchi (1996) found that deposits located at 

the margins of a meandering river valley were less likely to be evacuated because the 

stream channel visited the valley margins less frequently. On a finer scale, Lancaster et 

al. (2010) also found heavy-tailed residence time distributions of deposits at two different 

headwater tributary confluences in the Oregon Coast Range. The implication of these 

various results seems to be that some stream channels are more likely to stay close to 

their present position, and other channels are equally likely to move to any other position 

on the valley floor, but the mechanisms behind the different cases are not well 

understood, nor can I predict whether sediment in deposits on a particular valley floor 

will have a particular kind of residence time distribution.  

The aforementioned reservoir theory tells us little about the relationship between 

reservoir dynamics and reservoir volume. Reservoirs on valley floors contain volumes of 

sediment that vary with the volumes and frequencies of sediment input and output. 

Reach-averaged deposit volumes increase with upstream contributing areas (i.e., a proxy 

for mean sediment and water supply; Benda and Dunne, 1997a; Lancaster and Casebeer, 

2007; Lancaster et al., 2001). Within reaches of these valleys, the largest sediment 

volumes are found at tributary confluences (e.g., Benda and Dunne, 1997b; Benda et al., 

2003b; Bigelow et al., 2007). However, Benda et al. (2004) found that the ratio of 

tributary to mainstem contributing area was a poor predictor of deposit volume at 
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confluences in humid, mountainous landscapes. On the one hand, volumes and 

frequencies of debris flows deposited at these confluences increase with increasing 

numbers of landslide sources and, hence, with increasing contributing area (Benda and 

Dunne, 1997b; May and Gresswell, 2004). On the other hand, volumes and frequencies 

of debris flows reaching confluences decrease with decreasing slopes (especially below 

~3-10%; Benda and Cundy, 1990; Stock and Dietrich, 2003) and, hence, with increasing 

contributing area (e.g., Hack, 1957). Whereas there are at least short-term mismatches 

between debris-flow transport from small tributaries and fluvial transport in larger 

mainstem channels, transport in larger tributaries may be dominated by fluvial processes 

(Benda and Dunne, 1997a), so that the sediment transport from streams entering 

confluences may typically be matched by the sediment transport of the outgoing 

mainstem. Such confluences might not, therefore, store large deposits (Benda and Dunne, 

1997a). We hypothesize that deposit volumes at confluences do not increase 

monotonically with tributary size but, rather, reach a maximum determined by the 

countervailing influences of increasing number of landslide sources and decreasing valley 

gradient, which limits debris-flow transport capacity (Figure 3.1).  

Volumes of sediment stored in valley floor reservoirs are partially controlled by 

available accommodation space (Goodbred and Kuehl, 1999; Schlager, 1993). Of three 

dimensions of accommodation space on valley floors, one is valley-floor width, but the 

evolution of accommodation space may in turn be driven by deposited volumes over 

geologic time (Lancaster, 2008). One factor that may widen valley floors is mainstem 

contributing area, a proxy for discharge of water and sediment (Finlayson and 

Montgomery, 2003; Jain et al., 2006). Lancaster (2008) found that valley floor width has 

an increasing trend with contributing area. 

Another factor widening valley floors may be sediment influx at tributary 

confluences. Valley floors have been observed to be wider at confluences than adjacent, 

inter-tributary valley sections (Lancaster and Casebeer, 2007; Lancaster et al., 2010; May 

and Gresswell, 2004). Lancaster (2008) suggests that large pulses of sediment (e.g., due 

to debris flows) force valley widening, as deep deposits in narrow valleys allow channels 
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that are perched on those deposits to erode bedrock valley sideslopes and thus widen 

valley floors. Lancaster (2008) found that valley floor width increased with the ratio of 

episodic input rate to fluvial transport capacity.  

Furthermore, episodic deposition focused at tributary confluences may create debris 

dams that impound mainstem sediment transport and lead to wider valley floors upstream 

of confluences. Conversely, debris flows may traverse confluences and thereby affect 

downstream valley width as well (Benda et al., 2003a, 2003b; Bigelow et al., 2007). It 

seems likely that upstream effects will be greater and extend further for larger mainstem 

streams: larger streams have greater sediment fluxes and greater potential to create larger 

impoundments; larger streams also have lower gradients so that deposits impounded by a 

debris dam of a given height may extend further upstream. Conversely, downstream 

effects will likely be greater and extend further for smaller mainstem streams: smaller 

streams have steeper gradients and greater potential to promote longer debris-flow 

runout. Tributaries that are nearby one another may thus have compounding effects on 

floor widening (Benda et al., 2004).   

In summary, I see that distances between confluences may affect volumes of 

deposited sediment and floor width. In addition, the type of dominant sediment export 

volumes and frequencies (i.e., due to fluvial processes or debris flow) may also affect 

these volumes, width, and residence times of stored sediment. Finally, discharge of 

sediment and water down the mainstem may also control sediment volumes and residence 

times, and width of valley floors.  

The objective of this study is to quantify volumes and residence times of sediment 

in reservoirs on valley floors, and width of these floors, in steep mountain landscapes, 

and to examine how reservoir dynamics (as diagnosed by these volumes and times) vary 

with the contributing areas of their mainstems and those of their respective tributaries. 

Another study objective is to examine factors forcing floor widening. To achieve these 

objectives, I address the following questions: 1) How does width of valley floors vary 

with contributing areas of mainstems and their respective tributaries, and the layout of the 

tributaries?  2) How do reservoir dynamics, as evidenced by volumes, residence times, 
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and trapping efficiencies of sediment reservoirs, vary with the contributing areas of 

mainstems and their tributaries, and the layout of the tributaries? 3) How do reservoir 

dynamics, as illustrated by distributions of residence times and the presence or absence of 

associated age-dependence of evacuation of sediment, vary with contributing areas of 

mainstems and their tributaries, and the layout of the tributaries?   

3.3 Study Area 

Four study reaches are located in headwater streams in the Oregon Coast Range 

(Figure 3.2, Table 3.1): Knowles Creek (lower, middle and upper Knowles, designated 

LK, MK, and UK; tributary to Siuslaw River), and one reach is in Golden Ridge Creek 

(designated GRC; tributary to Wassen Creek, which flows into the Smith River). The 

current study also incorporated data collected by Lancaster and Casebeer (2007) in upper 

and lower reaches of Bear Creek (UB and LB, respectively), a tributary to Knowles 

Creek downstream of the LK study reach. The deposit age data of Lancaster and 

Casebeer (2007) were reanalyzed in Chapter 2.  

Study areas are exemplary of the transition between debris flow and fluvial 

processes.  The watersheds are underlain by gently dipping, massive, Eocene Tyee 

sandstone (Peck, 1961). Hillslopes are typically 40º and the topography is dissected with 

elevations ranging from 70 to 540 m.  Soils are typically less than 1 m deep, highly 

porous, and have bulk densities of 1-1.25 Mg/m
3
 (Lancaster and Casebeer, 2007; Reneau 

and Dietrich, 1991).  

Several criteria were used in selecting study reaches that are approximately 1 km 

long. First of all, reaches were selected in predominantly uncut forests to avoid 

anthropogenic effects, e.g. increased impacts from landsliding associated with forest 

cutting and roads (May and Gresswell, 2004; Montgomery et al., 2000; Swanson and 

Swanson, 1977). In addition, reaches were selected from areas for which I had high-

resolution light detection and ranging (LIDAR) data. These data include a digital 

elevation model (DEM), plus a model of the highest surface (mostly forest canopy). Both 

models have one meter horizontal resolution and centimeter elevation resolution. Reach 

lengths of ~1 km were chosen to integrate effects of multiple tributaries and across a 
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gradient of watershed contributing areas of mainstems (Table 3.1). In addition, these 

reaches represented a range of contributing areas (0.25- 5.0 km
2
) and valley floor 

gradients (1-25%; Table 3.1). I also wanted a variety of dominant processes transporting 

sediment in the mainstem: debris flows for much of two reaches (UB and UK), and 

fluvial processes for LB, MK, GRC, and LK. For comparative purposes, pairs of reaches 

with similar contributing areas are UB and UK, LB and MK, and GRC and LK. Attempts 

were made to keep reach lengths similar, but constraints, such as desire to keep ranges of 

contributing areas similar between pairs of reaches for comparative purposes, 

necessitated some variation in length. 

3.4 Methods 

Watershed Characteristics 

Before starting field work, I used the aforementioned DEM to measure watershed 

characteristics. A GIS layer of contributing watershed area for each pixel (i.e., “flow 

accumulation”) was generated using the ArcHydro model. I laid out the reaches of each 

valley in GIS so that they would have similar lengths and represented a range of 

contributing watershed areas, determined from the flow accumulation layer, such that I 

had three pairs of watersheds with similar upstream and downstream contributing areas 

(including Bear Creek; Lancaster and Casebeer, 2007). I then calculated contributing 

areas and gradients of each tributary (i.e. near their mouths) to a reach, using a 0.01 km
2
 

minimum threshold for stream channel head (Lancaster et al., 2001, 2003), and 

determined if they were dominated by fluvial (near-mouth gradient <10%) or debris flow 

export (near-mouth gradient>10%). Finally, for each reach, I calculated the total area of 

hillslopes that supply sediment directly to the reach of valley floor.  

I employed two methods to estimate the location of the transition from debris flow 

to fluvial channel incision on the mainstem valley floors of UK and UB. In UB,  the 

slope-area method of Stock and Dietrich (2003) was used (Lancaster and Casebeer, 

2007). However, this method was poorly suited to UK because of a bedrock knickpoint, 

identified from the DEM, upstream of the study reach. Gradients upstream of this 

knickpoint are less than 8%, which is probably too low for debris-flow dominance, and 
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gradients downstream of the knickpoint are greater than 30%, which may be great enough 

for debris-flow dominance. It seems likely, therefore, that this stream has more than one 

transition point, and I therefore estimated that point’s location in the reach to be where 

stream gradient was 10%. 

Charcoal Sampling  

Determining residence times of sediment in a reservoir required delineation of an 

“outlet” from a reservoir (i.e., the aforementioned flux plane) and a chronometer to 

measure a residence time. In sediment reservoirs on valley floors, sediments in stream 

banks are most representative of both sediment recently evacuated via channel incision 

and sediment that will soon be evacuated via bank erosion. As most sediment that enters 

stream channels exits the system quickly (Benda and Dunne, 1997a; Dietrich and Dunne, 

1978; Milhous, 1973), ages of deposits exposed in channel banks represent residence 

times of sediment within a reservoir. Pieces of charcoal deposited with the sediment can 

be radiocarbon dated to determine deposit ages (Personius et al., 1993; Pierce and Meyer, 

2008), and hence residence times of bank material. For each reach, at least 30 charcoal 

pieces, selected from streambanks, were radiocarbon dated (Lancaster and Casebeer, 

2007; Lancaster et al., 2010).   

I created special maps for selecting charcoal sampling sites. To provide candidate 

locations for volume- and bank area-weighted random sampling of material for 

radiocarbon dating from channel banks, I plotted points at random, uniformly distributed 

horizontal locations on the valley floors in GIS, assigned each point a random, uniformly 

distributed elevation (in 0.1 m increments) relative to the nearest stream thalweg, and 

gave each point a unique index value. I created two sets of maps of approximately 

1:1,000 scale. The first set of maps had the “reservoir points” on top of the DEM with 

each meter of elevation a different color, and the second set of maps had the reservoir 

points on top of vegetation height maps (calculated in GIS as the difference between the 

DEM and the highest surface model). I then printed the maps (“field maps”) on moisture-

resistant paper for use in the field.  
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I selected charcoal sampling sites from reach-scale, deposit volume-, and bank 

area-, weighted random sampling following methodology similar to that of Lancaster and 

Casebeer (2007) and Lancaster et al. (2010). Using the aforementioned field maps with 

the “reservoir points”, I determined in the field whether these points were: 1) on the floor 

of the valley; and, 2) if their elevation above the thalweg of the nearest point in the 

stream channel was in the stream bank. I then chose charcoal sampling sites with the 

smallest indices that met these two criteria. This approach ensured samples represented 

residence times in proportion to deposit volumes and likely flux planes of evacuation for 

an entire reach (Lancaster and Casebeer, 2007; Lancaster et al., 2010). I modified the 

approach of Lancaster and Casebeer (2007) to include tributary banks found on 

respective floors of mainstem valleys as potential flux planes. 

 I employed several strategies to maximize information obtained via radiocarbon 

dating. Where charcoal sample sites were within 20 m of one another on the same bank, 

they were incorporated in the same stratigraphic column. This sampling assemblage 

provided some stratigraphic age control, e.g., where older material was found above 

younger material (“age reversal”). Where more than one charcoal sampling location was 

in a stratum representing a single depositional unit, I assumed that all sediment within 

that unit was deposited at the same time, so only one piece of charcoal from that unit was 

dated. This assumption allowed us to use limited funds to date additional units.  

I collected charcoal, used for both this and the previous chapters, over a three 

summer period. Charcoal samples were collected in LK and MK in 2008. Since I 

discovered that some samples could not be dated (e.g., due to insufficient size or to loss 

of sample during pretreatment), in 2009 I collected additional samples from those strata 

from which charcoal pieces did not yield dates in LK and MK. In addition, I collected 

charcoal samples from UK and GRC in 2009, and ensured I collected extra pieces of 

charcoal in case some pieces did not yield dates. In 2010, an extra piece of charcoal was 

collected and dated from each of several sample locations in LK, MK, and UK (1, 5, and 

5, respectively) for confirming suspected age reversals. In addition, in 2009 and 2010, 

multiple charcoal pieces were collected and dated from several locations in LK, MK, and 
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UK (6, 2, and 2, respectively) to estimate inherited ages (Chapter 2, Table A1); dates 

from these samples were used in this study.  

At each radiocarbon sampling location, I gathered additional information and 

marked the locations. Stratigraphic columns were photographed and measured, and 

deposit type for each stratum was characterized as debris flow, fluvial fine, or fluvial 

gravel following methodology of Chapter 2, Lancaster and Casebeer (2007), and 

Lancaster et al. (2010). In addition, vegetation type and size found on top of the deposit 

were recorded to constrain the minimum formation date of deposits. For each charcoal 

sampling location, I noted its bank (left or right), height above the thalweg, depth below 

the top of the deposit, and streamwise distance from a reference location such as a large 

tributary junction. In addition, I labeled flags and tied them to nearby vegetation to mark 

sampling locations and left small labeled flag pinned to precise sampling locations. 

Measuring Sediment Volumes, Longitudinal Profiles, and Width of Valley Floors 

Sediment volumes were determined from surveyed cross-sections and longitudinal 

channel profiles and mapped in-stream bedrock exposures (e.g., Lancaster and Casebeer, 

2007). Elevations were surveyed with hand level and stadia rod, and distances measured 

with a reel tape (for cross-sections) or hipchain (for longitudinal profiles). Longitudinal 

profile surveys were sufficiently precise to capture all debris dam impoundments and 

bedrock outcrops (e.g., Lancaster and Grant, 2006). During this survey, I noted whether 

the substrate of the thalweg (i.e., the deepest part of the stream channel) nearest the stadia 

rod was bedrock or alluvium. Valley floor cross-sections were surveyed at intervals of 

~45 m (~10 channel width), or less if necessary to accurately calculate stored sediment 

volumes (e.g., at large fans). Surveys of valley floor cross-sections extended between the 

toes of hillslopes on either side; in instances where a cross-section was at the mouth of 

the tributary, I visually estimated where the mainstem floor intersected that of the 

tributary. While the intent was to measure the volume of sediment stored on the valley 

floor and not to map specific landforms, I did record larger landforms such as fans.  

During surveying, I mapped locations of the channel, channel distance 

measurements (i.e., in meters from a particular point, measured with a hipchain), and 
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valley floor cross-sections onto hardcopies of maps developed from a digital elevation 

model (DEM) and vegetation-heights, both of which were calculated from LIDAR data. 

Locations of features in the field were identified primarily by the elevation and shape of 

the highest forest canopy above a point, which was similarly identified on the field maps 

with vegetation heights. The DEM field maps helped to identify, in the field, larger-scale 

features such as tributary confluences. 

I used several inferences to calculate cross-sectional areas of valley-floor deposits. 

Where streambeds were completely covered with alluvium, I inferred bedrock elevations 

by linearly interpolating between the nearest upstream and downstream streambed 

bedrock exposures (Lancaster et al., 2001) and, from these interpolated bedrock 

elevations, inferred thickness of sediment below the thalweg elevation. Based on many 

observations of flat bedrock on valley floors, I assumed that all bedrock valley floors are 

level transverse to the valley (Lancaster, 2008). I extrapolated bedrock valley sides with 

40º slope angles (also based on many observations) from the hillslope toes at each end of 

surveyed cross-sections to the surveyed or interpolated elevations of bedrock on the 

valley floors and thereby constructed bedrock cross-sections comprising valley floors and 

sideslopes. These inferred bedrock cross-sections were subtracted from surveyed surface 

cross-sections to produce cross-sectional areas of stored sediment. I calculated average 

depth of sediment in a cross-section as the total area divided by the average of inferred 

bedrock valley-floor width and deposit-surface width. For each reach, averages of floor 

width, cross-sectional area of stored sediment, and mean depth at a cross-section are all 

calculated by weighting each cross-section for the length of stream it represents.  

Whereas Lancaster and Casebeer (2007) reported width of deposit surfaces on 

valley floors, these widths are generally larger than the underlying bedrock floors due to 

sloping valley sides. I therefore report width of inferred, bedrock valley floors.  

Field Data Digitized in GIS 

I digitized the field-mapped channels and cross-sections into GIS, determined 

mainstem contributing watershed area at each cross-section, and measured distance 

between each cross-section and the nearest tributary. These distances were challenging to 
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measure in the field due to the difficulty of determining locations of centerlines of 

tributary valley floors because dense vegetation restricted visibility and mobility. Cross-

sections nearest each tributary were considered representative of influence of that 

tributary on stored sediment volumes and width of valley floors. Similarly, cross-sections 

further than 60 m (an estimate of the spread of impact of tributaries, based on maximum 

spread of confluence deposits away from respective tributaries) from any tributary were 

considered representative of “inter-tributary” sediment volumes and floor width. I 

averaged values of stored sediment volume and depth, and floor width over 0.6 units of 

base 10 logarithmic values of contributing area of tributaries. 

I noticed that the DEM produced cross-sections very different from those I 

measured in the field (e.g., much shallower stream beds or greater relief than what I 

measured in the field). While the DEM had 1-meter resolution and was produced from 

LIDAR data, dense understory vegetation rendered it too inaccurate for surveying 

individual cross-sections or capturing details such as steps in the longitudinal channel 

profile. However, it was accurate enough (e.g., +/- 1 meter elevation) for us to ensure that 

each field-surveyed longitudinal profile had approximately correct relief between reach 

ends. 

Lab Methods 

I followed standard protocol for pre-treating charcoal samples that I sent for 

radiocarbon dating. First, each piece of charcoal was pretreated with acid-base-acid 

washes to remove fulvic and humic acids that could alter the estimate of the age (U. of 

Arizona/AMS Facility, 2005). These washed samples were then combusted to CO2 in 

sealed 6-mm-diameter glass tubes (U. of Arizona/AMS Facility, 2005). The pre-treated 

samples were radiocarbon dated via accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) at the 

University of Arizona/AMS Laboratory.  

Sediment Residence Times  

The University of Arizona/AMS Laboratory reported dates of charcoal, along with 

uncertainty of each date, in radiocarbon years. These dates were calibrated using 

calibration curves of (Reimer et al., 2009) for “pre-modern” (before 1950 AD) dates, and 
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Hua and Barbetti (2004) for “post-bomb” dates (after 1950 AD). All dates were then 

converted into years before the sampling date, assigned the average sample collection 

year of 2009 for ease of data processing. 

Two methods were used to adjust probability density functions (PDFs) of 

individual calibrated ages to best estimate deposit ages, that I infer as residence times. A 

calibrated age measures the time since a plant fixed carbon from the atmosphere via 

photosynthesis (Trumbore, 2000). As there may be a lag of ~10
2
-10

3
 yr between carbon 

fixation and emplacement of that plant material in a particular deposit, I corrected ages 

for this lag, termed “inherited age” (Chapter 2). For this correction, I assumed that all 

samples from deposits of the same type (fluvial fine, fluvial gravel, or debris flow) were 

characterized by the same inherited age distribution (Chapter 2). These corrections were 

made by conditional convolution of the calibrated radiocarbon age PDFs with the 

appropriate inherited age PDF for each sample’s deposit type (“corrected method”; 

Equations 6, 8, and 10, Chapter 2). To avoid bias among sampling locations where just 

one vs. more than one sample was dated, corrections for this method were always applied 

to the first piece of charcoal sampled from each location. The second adjustment method 

used the youngest calibrated age of charcoal for strata with more than one piece of 

charcoal that was dated (“conventional method”).   

Finally, where age reversals occur for either method of adjustment, residence times 

were pinned to that of the youngest stratum found below an older stratum within a 

stratigraphic column. Confidence intervals (95%) were calculated for means of corrected 

residence times for each reach using bootstrapping. 

To determine age-dependence of sediment evacuation from reservoirs for each 

reach, inferred residence times were graphed as exceedance distributions (or one minus 

the cumulative distribution function; Ibe, 2009), which accentuate the behavior of the 

distribution’s tail when plotted on logarithmic axes. Analytic probability density 

functions were fit to the sample distributions (data) with the least-squares method. These 

fits include exponential, power-law to the tail, and gamma distributions. Gamma 

distributions with shape factors less than 0.5, and power-law fits with exponent closer to 
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zero and that fit much of the distribution, imply preferential evacuation of younger 

material, whereas gamma shape factors between 0.5 and 1 indicate age-independent 

evacuation of material (note: the exponential distribution is a gamma with shape factor of 

1). 

Trapping Efficiency 

Stored sediment volumes and residence times are used to calculate trapping 

efficiency. Flux of sediment through a reach-scale reservoir, normalized for reach length, 

is calculated as: 

 

         
 

 
     [1] 

where F is flux, L is length of reach, and M and T are the mass and mean residence 

times of stored sediment for a reach. Mass is calculated from   

            [2]   

where V is valley-floor deposit volume, and ρs is bulk density of sediment, 1.26 x 10
3
 

kg/m
3
 (Lancaster et al., 2010). “Trapping efficiency” can then be defined as the 

percentage of the contributing watershed’s sediment yield that passes through the 

reservoirs (averaged over, e.g., 10
3
 – 10

4
 yr; Reneau and Dietrich, 1991) and calculated in 

three different ways:   

1)  a high estimate that assumes that all sediment entering storage is derived from 

the reach's local contributing area (i.e., the difference between the contributing areas at 

the upstream and downstream ends of a reach): 

       
 

      
   [3] 

where Te is trapping efficiency; Ar is the contributing area to just the reach (i.e., the 

difference between the contributing areas at the upstream and downstream ends of a 

reach); Bl is bedrock lowering rate of 1.17 x 10
-4

 m/yr (Heimsath et al., 2001); ρb is 

bedrock density of 2.27 x 10
3
 kg/m

3
 (Anderson et al., 2002). 

2) a medium estimate assumes that (a) fluvial and debris-flow deposition 

contributes to storage in proportion to their respective proportions among the deposits 
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from which the radiocarbon samples were taken and (b) the fluvial portion is derived in 

equal proportion from all watershed areas, both local and upstream, and all debris-flow 

deposits are derived from the local contributing area:   

      
 

      
    

  

   
       [4] 

where Fd is the percentage of fluvial deposit types from charcoal sampling units; Ads is 

the contributing area at the downstream end of the reach; and, Dd is the percentage of 

debris flow deposits at charcoal sampling units. 

3) a low estimate that assumes that all watershed areas, both local and upstream, 

contribute equally to the sediment in storage:      

       
 

       
   [5] 

Note that this trapping efficiency is normalized by contributing watershed area rather 

than reach length. 

3.5 Results 

Valley Floor Width 

Width of bedrock valley floors increase with contributing areas of mainstems 

(Figure 3.3A) and are different for cross-sections nearest tributaries and those classified 

as “inter-tributary (Figure 3.3B; locations of cross-sections shown in Figure B1). The 

variance in width with respect to contributing area of mainstem is likely related to 

tributary confluences, as suggested by the correspondence of peak width with peaks in 

volume, and proximity of peaks in width to tributaries (Figures 3.4A, 3.4C, 3.4E, and 

3.4G, and 3.3B). However, the largest peaks in width are not always at confluences with 

the largest tributaries (e.g., at 3500 m and 3150 m of Figures 3.4A and 3.4D, 

respectively). When mainstem valley-floor width at confluences are averaged within bins 

of tributary contributing area, width continue to increase with these areas (Figure 3.5). 

Sediment Volumes 

Volumes of stored sediment averaged from 17 to 93 m
3
/m of stream length (Table 

3.2). These averages increased with mainstem contributing area (Table 3.2, Figure 

3.6A).Volumes of stored sediment are larger at tributary confluences than away from 
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confluences (Figure 3.6B). One pair of reaches with similar ranges of contributing areas 

has large differences in stored volume (93 and 36 m
3
/m, for MK and LB, respectively). 

The other pairs of reaches have stored volumes of more similar magnitudes: 85 and 59 

m
3
/m for GRC and LK, respectively; and, 17 and 21 m

3
/m for UK and UB, respectively 

(Table 3.2).  

Within each reach of this study (i.e., excluding LB and UB), volumes of stored 

sediment at cross-sections vary by at least one order of magnitude between smallest and 

largest volumes, and two orders of magnitude for GRC (Figures 3.4A, 3.4C, 3.4E, and 

3.4G). The largest volumes and average depths of stored sediment are proximal to 

intermediate sized tributaries (~10
-1

 km
2
; Figures 3.4A, 3.4C, 3.4E, 3.4G, and 3.5), and 

these volumes and depths follow similar trends with respect to size of tributary (Figure 

3.5).  However, not all tributary confluences contain peaks of stored sediment in the 

mainstem (e.g., 2950 m, 3.4G). Most of the smallest total areas of stored sediment are 

between tributaries (e.g., at 4100 m and 2400 m of Figures 3.4C and 3.4E). 

Deposit Types 

  Deposit types are found throughout reaches depending on their type, and are not 

correlated with thickness of deposits exposed in streambanks. Debris-flow deposits are 

predominantly located at cross-sections with larger areas of stored sediment and proximal 

to small tributaries (e.g., 3750 to 3900 m, Figures 3.4A and 3.4B). In contrast, fluvial 

deposit types are more regularly distributed throughout reaches, including at confluences 

(e.g., at 4200 m of Figure 3.4C). The deepest deposits, determined by streambank height 

and inferred thickness of sediment below thalweg elevation, comprise all deposit types, 

and no deposit type dominates these deep deposits (e.g., at 3100 m of Figure 3.4H). 

Residence Times 

 Mean and standard deviation of normalized distributions of corrected deposit 

ages, and hence those of inferred residence times, for the reaches span 0.3 - 2.5 x 10
3
 yr, 

and 0.4 - 3.2 x 10
3
 yr, respectively (Table 3.2). Mean residence times do not vary with 

mainstem contributing area (Table 3.2) or deposit type (Table 3.3). Distributions of 

residence times for two of three pairs of reaches do not have their means in 95% 
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confidence intervals of the other reach within a pair, and at least one reach from each pair 

has a mean residence time of ~1000 yr.   

Adjusting corrected residence times for age reversals decreases means by less than 

50 yr for four reaches, although those of UB and UK are decreased by 161 and 546 yr, 

respectively (Table 3.3). These latter two reaches had the highest proportions of age 

reversals. All age reversals in these two reaches are located downstream of debris flow-

fluvial transitions in mainstems, and the upper, older ages are in a variety of deposit types 

(debris flow: three in UB, two in UK; fluvial gravels: six in UK). 

 Distributions of residence times for reaches are right skewed. Median residence 

times are consistently less than the means, and 90
th

 percentiles are larger than the means 

by factors of 1.9-3.3 (Figures 3.7A-D, Tables 3.2 and B1) (Note that the current study 

uses the normalized probability distribution of residence times for a reach since this uses 

all of the data. In contrast, Lancaster and Casebeer (2007) used mean ages in radiocarbon 

years in their exceedance plots, thus our figures are not directly comparable with theirs). 

Exceedance probabilities are best fit by gamma distributions for all reaches (Figures 

3.7A-D). Exceedance probabilities can be also be fit with either exponential and  power-

laws to the tails (Table 3.4). Considering these two distributions, shapes of distribution 

fits are the same for conventional and corrected methods (Table 3.4). For each pair of 

reaches with similar contributing areas, one reach is best fit by an exponential, and one 

by a power-law (Table 3.4). MK, GRC, and UB have power-law fits to tails of much of 

their distributions, with exponents ~-1 (i.e., nearly inversely related; Figures 3.7B, 3.7C, 

and 2.7B), and have gamma shape factors less than 0.5. In contrast, UK, LB, and LK are 

better fit with exponential distributions and have gamma shape factors between 0.5 and 1 

(Table 3.2, Figures 3.7A, 3.7D, and 2.7A ).    

Trapping Efficiency 

 Flux of sediment through deposits, normalized to compensate for different reach 

lengths (Equation 1), has no trend with either contributing area or volume of material 

stored (Table 3.2). In contrast, the trapping efficiencies of the reaches, calculated in 

Equation 3, decrease with contributing area (Table 3.2, Figure B2). 
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3.6 Discussion 

Valley-Floor Width  

Width of valley floors is larger at confluences than in the inter-confluence zones 

(Figure 3.3B). The fact that mainstem valley floors are wider at tributary junctions 

suggests that tributaries and their associated sediment and debris inputs force widening of 

those mainstem valley floors, perhaps via several mechanisms. Width of mainstem valley 

floors increase with contributing areas of tributaries (Figure 3.5). For the range of 

tributary sizes that predominantly export sediment via debris flows, larger and more 

frequent debris flows, positively correlated with contributing area (Benda and Dunne, 

1997b; May and Gresswell, 2003, 2004), likely force greater widening of receiving valley 

floors than do smaller and less frequent debris flows (Lancaster, 2008). However, the 

continued increase in valley-floor width as tributaries transition to predominantly fluvial 

export of sediment may run counter to that predicted by Lancaster (2008). This continued 

increase likely reflects growth of accommodation space in response to sediment inputs.   

 Water discharges in mainstems also appear to widen valley floors, as evidenced 

by increasing trends of floor width with respect to contributing area for each reach 

(Figure 3.3). As stream channels widen with contributing area (Church, 1992), there may 

be some scaling of floor width with channel width due to larger streams having greater 

power to erode bedrock sides of valley floors when streams are located at margins of 

valley floors. 

To gain further insight on widening of valley floors, I examine pairs of  reaches 

with similar ranges of contributing areas. For example, the valley floor of LK tends to be 

much wider than that of GRC, although their width ranges overlap (Table 3.2, Figure 

B3). LK’s larger width may be due to a combination of 1) debris flow tributaries spaced 

~50% closer (Table 3.1) and therefore combining their forcing of valley widening; and, 

2) larger mean contributing areas of these tributaries (Table 3.1) that likely supply larger 

and more frequent debris flows to the mainstem valley floor (Benda and Dunne, 1997b; 

May and Gresswell, 2003, 2004) to force widening (Figures 3.4A, 3.4C, and 3.5, Table 

3.2; Lancaster, 2008). LK’s larger percentage of debris flow deposit types, combined 
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with their more even distribution throughout the reach, support the inference that LK has 

impacts from debris flows spread over more of its length.  

In another pair of reaches, MK’s mean floor width is ~50% larger than that of LB 

(Table 3.2), although mean width of each reach is within 95% confidence interval of the 

other reach. This larger mean width may be due to MK’s larger mean discharge, as 

measured by the proxy of mean contributing area (Table 3.2; Finlayson and Montgomery, 

2003; Jain et al., 2006), that forces widening of valley floors more than LB, as suggested 

by trends of increasing floor width with contributing area (Figure 3.3). It seems unlikely 

the differences in these widths are due solely to tributaries forcing widening since the 

reaches have similar means of inter-tributary distance and tributary contributing areas 

(Table 3.1). An assemblage of several tributaries in MK, located at ~3100 m in Figure 

3.4G, may combine their forcing of valley widening, as evidenced by five tributaries with 

average inter-tributary distances of 50 m, which is smaller than mean inter-tributary 

distances for the reach of 131 m (Table 3.1). The floor width in this section of the reach 

averages 46 m vs. the average of 32 m for the entire reach, and forms a noticeable peak in 

width (Figure 3.4G). 

Finally, the third pair of reaches, UK and UB, has similar floor width (Table 3.2). 

UB’s spacing and size of tributaries are approximately 0.5 and 1.75 times, respectively, 

those of UK (Table 3.1). Thus, perhaps larger mean tributary sizes cause larger and more 

frequent debris flows (Benda and Dunne, 1997b; May and Gresswell, 2003, 2004) that 

deposit on UB’s valley floor and thereby force its widening (Lancaster, 2008), and 

thereby compensate for their larger inter-tributary distance than in UB. Alternatively, 

debris flow scour of mainstem may dominate bedrock scour of valley floors (Stock and 

Dietrich, 2006, 2003), and thus create parity of floor width of these reaches since they 

each may have much of their reaches scoured by debris flows. UK’s peak width occurs at 

a double tributary junction (at 1925 m, Figure 3.4E), similar to MK, and may be due to 

frequent-enough inundation by debris flows to force the largest floor width of the reach. 

UB has no double-tributary junctions, and its largest floor width occurs twice, with each 

instance at a tributary junction (Figure 1, Lancaster and Casebeer, 2007). 
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Reservoir Dynamics: Sediment Volumes 

Floor width may control volumes of stored sediment, as evidenced by their trends 

that typically co-vary (Figures 3.4A, 3.4C, 3.4E, and 3.4G). This control is likely due to 

simple geometry: the wider the space, the more sediment that can be stored in that space 

(i.e., available accommodation space gets filled; Goodbred and Kuehl, 1999; Schlager, 

1993). However, at large tributaries, deposits on mainstem valley floors have smaller 

mean depths (Figures 3.4, 3.5). These smaller depths are likely due to predominance of 

fluvial export of sediment from the tributaries since debris flows likely rarely exit the 

tributaries (note that near-mouth slopes of tributaries decrease in inverse proportion to the 

square root of tributary watershed area as shown in Figure B4). This fluvial transport 

likely creates thinner deposits since mainstems have sufficient stream power to quickly 

evacuate the tributaries’ sediment export (Benda and Dunne, 1997a). Debris flows tend to 

form deeper deposits than do floods since stream transport capacities tend to be 

insufficient to quickly scour large sediment pulses from debris flows. However, deposits 

at large tributaries are moderately sized and may be due to large floor width on which to 

store sediment (e.g., at 4000 m in Figure 3.4C).  

The findings of Lancaster et al. (2010) corroborate the relationship of stored 

sediment volume on mainstem valley floor with contributing area of tributary (Figure 

3.5). They found that a confluence with a fluvial tributary (with contributing area of 1.5 

km
2
, and located 60 m downstream of the GRC reach) has a small stored sediment 

volume. This tributary’s area lies to the right of the peak in Figure 3.1, as suggested by its 

position in Figure 3.5. In contrast, they found a confluence with a tributary with 

contributing area of ~0.14 km
2
 had a deposit ~10 times larger than that of the fluvial 

tributary. This large difference is due to a large debris flow fan that captures most 

sediment exiting the tributary. The contributing area of this tributary is near those of the 

peak of Figure 3.5.  

The non-monotonic relationship between storage volume and contributing area of 

Figure 3.4 runs counter to previous findings that deposit volumes at confluences increase 

with tributary size (e.g., Benda et al., 2004; Hooke, 1965). However, as the two bins with 
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largest contributing areas are based on only six tributaries each (Figure 3.5), more data 

would likely increase confidence in these relationships and better delineate the curve. In 

addition, this trend might not continue with increasing tributary size (Benda et al., 2004). 

Variances in average depths and volumes of stored sediment may also reflect 

degree of deposit preservation: deposits decrease in volume with time since deposition 

due to sediment evacuation (May and Gresswell, 2004). However, degree of deposit 

preservation might not affect differences in stored sediment volumes between reaches 

since the reaches may have similar distributions of times since their tributaries last 

supplied debris flows to the mainstems because 1) sites are not impacted much by 

anthropogenic effects (Montgomery et al., 2000; Swanson and Swanson, 1977), and 2) 

sites likely have similar disturbance histories (i.e., time since fire, evidenced by 

predominance of trees of similar age, and similar storm histories) that drive debris flows.  

To gain further insight on stored sediment on valley floors, I examine pairs of 

reaches with similar ranges of contributing areas. GRC’s lower volume relative to LK’s is 

likely related to its narrower valley floor. GRC’s smaller volume may also be due to its 

stream power (as approximated by slope-area product, Table 3.1; Finlayson and 

Montgomery, 2003; Jain et al., 2006) that is 61% larger than that of LK (Table 3.1). This 

larger stream power likely evacuates more sediment. In addition, GRC has approximately 

twice the within-reach fluvial influx of sediment than LK (Table 3.1), which is reflected 

in its larger proportion of fluvial deposit types (Table 3.3, Figures 3.4B and 3.4D). This 

larger fluvial influx is likely moved through the reach more quickly, especially given its 

larger stream power than that of LK (Benda and Dunne, 1997a; Dietrich and Dunne, 

1978; Milhous, 1973). This inference is supported by GRC’s mean residence time that is 

45% that of LK. In addition, the within-reach fluvial influx likely creates smaller storage 

volumes than may be produced at debris flow tributaries (e.g., at ~3450 m of Figure 

3.4A, and Figure 3.5). GRC has two large fans that, combined, store ~60% of the reach’s 

sediment. The contributing areas of the tributaries associated with these fans are near the 

peak in Figure 3.5. 
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For another pair of reaches, MK’s larger floor width stores much more sediment 

than LB (93 vs. 36 m3/m). Whereas the fluvial influx in GRC may cause lower storage of 

sediment, this causality appears not to hold for MK: the reach has ~45% of sediment 

supply within the reach from a fluvially-dominated tributary, whereas LB has 0% of such 

supply. However, an ~800 year-old dam at a pair of tributary confluences ~30 m apart in 

MK lies downstream of this within-reach fluvial input, and accounts for ~40% of reach 

storage (~3150 m, Figure 3.4G). The sediment captured by this damming event may 

represent a large excursion from the long-term average, e.g., >10
3
 yr, and storage can 

fluctuate widely (Benda and Dunne, 1997a; Lancaster et al., 2001). However, this 

location has the widest valley floor in MK, a fact that suggests that large deposit volumes 

are normal for this location. The size and spacing of these two tributaries may be near 

some optimum configuration to consistently produce large, sediment-trapping debris 

dams because the return period of debris-flow deposition and dam formation is small or 

similar relative to typical dam lifetimes. Consistently large dams would lead to 

consistently large deposit volumes and might also force larger valley-floor width than in 

adjacent valley sections.  

LB’s largest stored sediment volume also occurs where two tributary confluences 

are near (~45 m) one-another. In contrast with the double confluence in MK, these 

volumes are contained in debris flow fans instead of a dam (Lancaster and Casebeer, 

2007) and thus impound less sediment transported in its mainstem. Although contributing 

areas of LB’s pair of tributaries are nearer the peak of Figure 3.5 than the pair in MK 

(0.11 and 0.07 km
2
 for LB, Table B2; and 0.09 and 0.04 km

2
 for MK, Figure 3.4G), they 

may be situated far enough apart that deposits formed by debris flows issuing from the 

tributaries do not overlap to form dams but instead form fans.  

 Finally, UK and UB have the most similar storage volumes of all pairs of reaches 

(Table 3.2). In UK, relatively little sediment is stored where valley-floor width is greatest 

as evidenced by the low volume:width ratio (at 1900 m in Figure 3.4E). This relatively 

small volume may be due to large time since debris flow deposition at this site, as 

evidenced by the deposit’s oldest residence times of the reach, which has allowed for 
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much of sediment in storage to be removed from the deposit. The peak volume of UB is 

likely due to convergence of debris flows traversing the mainstem and depositing near the 

debris flow-fluvial transition, and thereby trapping much sediment transported down the 

mainstem (Figure 1B, Lancaster and Casebeer, 2007).  

Factors Affecting Estimates of Residence Times 

The additional dates used in the conventional method gave lower means of 

residence times than that of the corrected method in two of three reaches. Mean residence 

times for LK and MK are lower for conventional than for corrected methods because the 

former method includes sampling locations with differences of ~10,000 yr between dated 

charcoal sampled from the same depositional stratum (i.e., two pieces of charcoal placed 

concurrently deposited had ~10,000 yr differences in their calibrated ages). In addition, 

the conventional method may provide more accurate results for LK, MK, and UK due to 

each reach having seven sampling locations from which at least two pieces of dated 

charcoal were sampled. In particular, six and two sampling locations in LK and MK, 

respectively, yielded more than five radiocarbon dates used to determine inherited age 

distributions (Chapter 2). However, UK yielded approximately the same number of extra 

samples as MK (Table B3), but its mean conventional residence time is greater than that 

of its corrected residence time. This discrepancy suggests that MK may be prone to larger 

inherited ages since additional dating of units produced younger estimates of these units. 

The usefulness of conventional residence times may be limited for this study. 

Whereas the conventional method may be more accurate than the corrected method for 

LK, MK, and UK due to the large number of additional dates, these conventional 

residence times are only directly comparable where similar numbers of additional 

samples have been taken. I therefore rely on corrected residence times for this study since 

this method rigorously and systematically corrects deposit ages for, and explicitly 

represents uncertainty due to, inherited ages (Chapter 2).  

Reservoir Dynamics: Residence Times 
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 Shapes and means of residence time distributions do not systematically vary with 

contributing area of mainstem reaches. However, these shapes and means do vary with 

particular configurations of tributary sizes and the distances between tributaries.    

LK has the largest mean residence time (2569 yr) of all reaches, and exponentially-

distributed residence times, and a gamma shape factor between 0.5 and 1 (i.e., implies a 

“well-mixed” reservoir with evacuation of sediment independent of deposit age; Tables 

3.2 and 3.4, Figure 3.7D). In contrast, GRC has a much smaller mean residence time 

(1187 yr) and a power-law fit to the tail, and a gamma shape factor less than 0.5 that 

implies preferential evacuation of younger material (Tables 3.2 and  3.4, Figure 3.7B). 

This preferential evacuation may be due to relatively small debris flow tributaries (Table 

3.1), and with sufficient spacing between these tributaries, that debris flows from them do 

not force GRC’s mainstem channel to most of its valley floor margins frequently enough 

to cause age-independent evacuation. In addition, GRC’s largest deposits are where two 

tributaries are close enough that their respective deposits may overlap and reinforce one-

another to form deposit complexes. GRC’s largest mean residence time for a deposit type 

is for fluvial gravels (Table 3.3). This large time may indicate resistance of fluvial gravels 

to evacuation predominantly via fluvial scour of banks as opposed to incision forced by 

debris-dam-induced avulsions. In contrast, LK has fluvial deposit types with the youngest 

mean residence times (Table 3.3) and debris flows are the oldest. This assemblage of 

deposit type-dependent residence times may indicate that fluvial deposits are more 

frequently scoured than debris flows.  

It is counter-intuitive that GRC’s narrower valley does not allow for its stream 

channel to visit all parts of its valley floor frequently enough that the reservoir is “well-

mixed”, as seen in LK. While LK’s wide valley and fans likely prevent its stream from 

evacuating sediment from near apices of fans at margins of valley floors, it may be that 

debris flows have the right combination of frequency and volume to force the stream 

channel to evacuate all parts of an “active” valley floor (i.e., that part of its floor that is 

not covered by stable, long lasting deposits such as large debris flow fans). For example, 

I noted locations in LK where shallow, floodplain-type deposits may indicate the floor 
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area in which stream deposition and evacuation are most active. LK’s larger residence 

time than that of GRC may be due to the wide valley floor allowing for a wider “active” 

valley floor (e.g., Grant and Swanson, 1995; Montgomery and Abbe, 2006), thereby 

allowing for less frequent scour of all portions of this active floor, yet with frequent 

enough avulsions forcing the stream channel to active floor margins to evacuate sediment 

independently of its age.  

While large fans may prevent the valley floor under respective fan apices from 

being scoured, this may not be the case. Lancaster et al. (2010) found the youngest 

deposit age at the bottom of banks where a tributary channel had deeply incised into the 

thickest part of the fan’s apex. Similarly, I observed locations downstream of the GRC 

reach where the mouth of a tributary was ~3 m above the mainstem valley floor, which 

may indicate a location where a fan used to exist yet was scoured to near-bedrock where 

the fan’s apex was formerly located. 

Lancaster et al. (2010) found that mainstem deposits at a confluence with a 

fluvially-dominated tributary, located ~60 m downstream of GRC reach, had two of eight 

residence times >10 kyr. It also may be that the significant increase in discharge of water 

(~30%) at this confluence quickly evacuates sediment transported into the confluence 

fluvially, but that sediment deposited at the floor margins is stable due to insufficient 

forcing of avulsions, e.g., via debris flows. The oldest deposit from this study was also 

found in the vicinity of a confluence with a fluvially-dominated tributary (Figure 3.3B). 

LB and MK have the most similar mean residence times (1051 yr and 1182 yr) of 

the three pairs of reaches. The heavy tail of MK’s residence time distribution (i.e., a 

gamma shape factor less than 0.5, Figure 3.7B) suggests that MK has age-dependent 

evacuation of material. This result is counter-intuitive: MK’s relatively large amount of 

sediment impounded behind dams would suggest greater likelihood of mainstem stream 

scouring its valley margins since dams are level across the valley and therefore likely to 

push stream to any location across a valley floor, and thereby give an age-independent 

distribution of residence times (i.e., a well-mixed reservoir). MK’s network structure and 

sediment storage characteristics is similar to that of GRC: large, fluvially dominated 
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tributaries near the upstream end of the reach, large complexes of debris flow deposits 

nearer the downstream end. In contrast, LB has an exponential distribution of residence 

times and a gamma shape factor between 0.5 and 1 (Figure 2.7A). LB has more fans 

(Lancaster and Casebeer, 2007) than MK, which makes the reach more similar to LK, 

which also has numerous fans, and may further support the aforementioned idea of a 

confined, “active” floor area that is only a fraction of the whole valley floor. LB is also 

similar to UK in both the mean and shape of residence time distributions. This similarity 

may be due to similar network structures: short, steep tributaries that enter each reach at 

nearly right angles, all of which indicate that debris flows issuing from the tributaries are 

likely deposited near the confluences.  

UB has the lowest mean residence time of all reaches (245 yr), likely due to 

frequent scour of its mainstem by debris flows. UB’s power-law tail and gamma shape 

factor less than 0.5 (Figure 2.7B) indicates preferential evacuation of younger material. 

This age preference may be due to debris flows scouring sediment from the center of 

valley floor of the mainstem, while preserving deposits at the margins of this floor, 

especially as the floor widens with increasing contributing area of the mainstem (Figure 

3.3A). In contrast, UK’s mean residence time is similar to that of MK, LB, and GRC 

(Table 3.2). UK’s nearly exponential (i.e., gamma shape parameter of nearly 1 and 

relatively high R
2
 of the exponential fit) distribution, which implies nearly age-

independent evacuation of sediment, may be due to debris flows from tributaries forcing 

avulsions to floor margins frequently enough that probability of scouring valley floor 

margins is large enough to effectively create a “well-mixed” reservoir. This inference is 

further supported by this reach’s lack of debris fans, which suggests a higher probability 

of stream channels visiting valley-floor margins and evacuating sediment, especially 

given UK’s narrow valley floor compared with reaches that have larger contributing 

areas. 

Residence times from the portions of mainstems dominated by debris flow 

evacuation are much older for UK than UB (means of 906 vs. 91 yr, respectively). This 

discrepancy may be due to UK’s location further downstream from sources of debris 
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flows that scour its mainstem, combined with an upstream knickpoint which might force 

deposition of some of these debris flows, thus lower frequency of debris flow evacuation 

of the mainstem. In addition, confluence angles for UK are nearly all >70 degrees, which 

suggests debris flows exiting these tributaries might not continue down the mainstem. 

Instead, these flows are likely deposited at their respective confluences (Benda and 

Cundy, 1990). In UB, this mean of 91 yr is ~37% of the mean residence time for the 

reach, which may suggest debris flow evacuation of this sediment happens more 

frequently than that of fluvially-dominated portions of the reach. 

The apparent age-dependence, or lack thereof, of sediment evacuation from a reach 

may be related to the distribution of sediment volume throughout a reach. UB, MK, and 

GRC have age-dependent evacuation, and have ~70%, 40%, and 65% of sediment 

concentrated in sections, ~200-300 m long, near the downstream portion of their 

respective reaches (Figures 3.4A and 3.4G; Figure 1B of Lancaster and Casebeer, 2007). 

The apparent age-dependence may be due to a combination of age-independent reservoirs 

in series. In contrast, LB, LK, and UK have their sediment more evenly spread 

throughout their respective reaches (Figures 3.4C and 3.4E; Figure 1B of Lancaster and 

Casebeer, 2007).  

Reservoir Dynamics: Trapping Efficiencies  

Trapping efficiency generally decreases with mainstem contributing area (Table 

3.2, Figure B2), but this trend is perturbed by particular characteristics of individual 

reaches. This decrease suggests that small proportions of fluvial input of sediment to 

reaches enter storage since the ratio of fluvial influx:fluvial efflux increases with reach 

contributing areas (Table 3.1). This inference is supported by findings of by Benda and 

Dunne (1997a) and Milhous (1973) that streams quickly evacuate most sediment 

introduced to them via fluvial transport. In contrast, a larger proportion of sediment 

supply to mainstem valleys via debris flows is correlated with larger trapping efficiencies 

(Tables 3.1 and 3.2, Figure B5), as was found by Lancaster et al. (2010).  

Although LK stores more sediment than GRC, the mean residence time is also 

much larger than GRC, thereby giving these reaches similar trapping efficiencies (Table 
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3.2). These similar trapping efficiencies are likely due to the largest proportion of 

sediment influx from fluvial sources, and most of this influx bypasses storage on valley 

floors as suggested by Benda and Dunne (1997a), Dietrich and Dunne (1978), and 

Milhous (1973). In addition, the low trapping efficiency at a confluence with a fluvially-

dominated tributary further supports t  (Lancaster et al., 2010). 

Although MK’s storage volume is 2.6 times larger than that of LB, the former 

reach’s moderately-sized residence times, combined with larger contributing area, create 

a similar trapping efficiency as that of LB (Table 3.2). These efficiencies are intermediate 

between those of largest and smallest contributing areas. These relative positions of 

efficiencies for MK and LB further suggests that the amount of sediment entering storage 

depends on the ratio of fluvial influx:fluvial efflux (Table 3.1).  

UB’s trapping efficiency is approximately three times larger than that of UK (Table 

3.2). This difference is likely due to the aforementioned greater fluvial input at the top of 

the reach of UK, which causes most sediment to route through the reach quickly (Benda 

and Dunne, 1997a; Dietrich and Dunne, 1978; Milhous, 1973). In contrast, UB likely has 

larger and more frequent sediment supply and scour via debris flows, thereby creating 

deposits that are short-lived but efficiently trap material (Figure B5). UK has a similar 

trapping efficiency as LB, which may be due to previously noted similar network 

structures. 

3.7 Conclusion 

The interaction of mainstem discharge and stream power with sediment influx 

volumes and frequencies from tributaries complicates prediction of sediment storage 

volumes and residence times, and width of valley floors. Width of valley floors increases 

with contributing area of mainstem valleys, and variances in this relationship may be due 

to influences of tributaries. At confluences with tributaries, floor width of mainstem 

valleys increase with contributing area of tributaries. In addition, closely-spaced 

tributaries may combine their influence on widening of valley floors. 

 Volumes of sediment stored on valley floors also appear related to the contributing 

areas of both mainstems and their tributaries. These volumes increase with contributing 
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area of mainstems, and may be due to greater total influx of sediment. In contrast, 

volumes and depths of stored sediment reach a peak near contributing areas of tributaries 

of ~0.1 km
2
, then decrease. This decrease is likely due to a decreased frequency of debris 

flows exiting from tributaries with lower slopes near their mouths (Benda and Cundy, 

1990; Stock and Dietrich, 2003). Fluvial transport, which dominates sediment export 

from these larger tributaries, likely creates smaller deposits due to receiving streams’ 

ability to quickly evacuate this sediment (Benda and Dunne, 1997a; Dietrich and Dunne, 

1978; Milhous, 1973).  

 Residence times do not depend on contributing area of mainstems, and instead 

appear more related to the network structure of the reaches. Normalized probability 

density functions of these times indicate how well a reservoir is mixed: functions best fit 

by a gamma distribution with shape factor between 0.5 and 1 indicate well-mixed 

reservoirs (i.e., age-independent evacuation), whereas those with heavy tails (i.e., best fit 

by a gamma distribution with shape factor less than 0.5) indicate preferential evacuation 

of younger deposits. Three reaches with short, steep tributaries that enter the mainstem at 

~90 degree angles had age-independent evacuation. In contrast, two reaches had large, 

and possibly composite, deposits due to closely-spaced tributaries and had preferential 

evacuation of younger material. Finally, one reach that had debris flows scour much of its 

mainstem and form large deposits at its downstream extent, with moderately-sized debris 

flow tributaries that enter the mainstem at <70 degree angles, also had preferential 

evacuation of younger deposits. 

For a reach, the larger the debris flow input of sediment, the higher the percentage 

of basin denudation that enters storage. This trend is likely due to debris flow deposits 

that trap most of the sediment sourced from the same catchments as the debris flows. In 

contrast, most fluvially-transported sediment routes through a reach quickly and bypasses 

storage in reservoirs. 

Table 3.1 Summary data for each study reach. 

  UB* UK* LB* MK* GRC* LK* 

A (km
2
)
†
 0.1-1.4 0.3-1.1 1.4-2.2 1.1-3.0 2.7-4.7 3.0-5.0 
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Length (km) 1.4 1.4 1.3 1.2 0.9 1.3 

Slope (%)
§
 

12 (6.2-

23) 

10 (6.1-

17) 

3.8 (2.6-

6.4) 

5.1 (2.0-

7.5) 

3.2 (2.6-

4.3) 

2.1 (1.4-

3.6) 

A*S 

(km
2
*%)

#
 

0.025 0.078 0.07 0.138 0.14 0.087 

Ai:Ao **  7 (DF) 27 (DF) 64 (F) 37 (F) 57 (F) 59 (F) 

% of supply 

via DF
1
 

86 83 27 28 6 20 

% Local-

DF
††

 

85 76 73 44 13 49 

% Local-F
††

 0 0 0 45 77 38 

% Local-

MS
††

 

15 24 27 11 10 13 

Mean A DF 

tribs. (km
2
)
 §§

 0.11 

(0.09) 

0.04 

(0.02) 

0.07 

(0.03) 

0.09 

(0.13) 

0.05 

(0.03) 

0.09 

(0.12) 

Range of DF 

tribs. A 

(km
2
)
 ##

 
0.01-0.29 

0.01-

0.08 0.02-0.11 0.01-0.42 0.01-0.09 0.01-0.42 

DF tribs. 

(n)*** 
10 15 10 9 6 11 

Mean 

distance btw. 

DF tribs. 

(m)
†††

 

136 94 131 131 153 116 

* Reaches: UB=Upper Bear; UK=Upper Knowles; LB=Lower Bear; MK=Middle 

Knowles; GRC=Golden Ridge Creek; LK=Lower Knowles. 
† 

Range of contributing areas for each reach. 
§ 

Average slope of reach, with range of slopes in parentheses. 
#
 Contributing area at reach mid-point multiplied by reach slope (a proxy for stream 

power; Finlayson and Montgomery, 2003). 

** Ai:Ao is the ratio of inlet:outlet contributing area for each reach; letters in parentheses 

refers to dominant sediment transport process of each reach at its inlet: DF= debris flow 

(determined following slope-area method of Stock and Dietrich (2003) and slope of 

valley floor); F=fluvial. 
1
 Percentage of all sediment supply to a reach from tributaries dominated by debris flow 

sources; =(% local DF*( Ao-Ai )+ Ao(if mainstem is debris flow dominated at its inlet))/ 

Ao.  
††

 Percentage of within-reach hillslopes (including zero-order hollows) supplying 

sediment to reach via: DF=tributaries dominated by debris flow export of sediment, 

determined via tributary gradients near their mouths >10%; F= tributaries dominated by 
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fluvial export of sediment, determined via tributary gradients near their mouths <10%; 

and, MS=hillslopes that supply sediment directly to the reach without first passing 

through a tributary. Tributaries designated with a 0.01 km
2
 contributing area threshold for 

hillslope-stream transition (Lancaster et al., 2001). These percentages determined from 

DEM analysis of contributing areas.  
§§

 Mean contributing area for within-reach tributaries predominantly exporting sediment 

via debris flows (based on near-mouth slopes >10%); parentheses is standard deviation of 

these contributing areas. 
## 

Range of contributing areas of within-reach tributaries predominantly exporting 

sediment via debris flows. 

***n is the number of tributaries predominantly exporting sediment via debris flows 

(note: number is lower in this table than the number of tributaries shown in Figures 3.4A, 

3.4C and 3.4G since these reaches each include a tributary dominated by fluvial export of 

sediment). 
††† 

Mean distance between tributaries predominantly exporting sediment via debris flows; 

= stream length of reach divided by number of these tributaries. 
 

Table 3.2 Characteristics of sediment reservoirs. 

 UB
*
 UK

*
 LB

*
 MK

*
 GRC

*
 LK

*
 

Area (km
2
)

 †
 0.2 0.8 1.9 2.7 4.4 4.1 

Volume (m
3
/m)

§
 17 21 36 93 59 85 

Avg. width (m)
#
 14 13 22 32 22 45 

Avg. depth (m)** 1.0 1.3 1.4 2.4 1.7 1.6 

µRes. time (yr)
 ††

 245 1080 1051 1182 1154 2541 

σRes. time (yr) 
††

 416 1281 1197 2307 2154 3190 

Mean σRes. time (yr)
§§

 93 446 314 308 384 498 

T50 (yr)
 ##

 133 404 503 454 409 859 

T90 (yr)*** 538 3569 2853 2284 3394 7864 

R
2
 (exponential)

†††
 0.14 0.81 0.97 0.09 0.35 0.88 

Flux (kg/yr-km)
§§§

 8.5 x 10
4
 2.5 x 10

4
 4.3 x 10

4
 9.9 x 10

4
 6.6 x 10

4
 4.2 x 10

4
 

Trapping 

efficiency
###

 

31.9 13.2 (11.4-

15.6) 

13.9 (9.5-

24.2) 

17.6 

(14.6-

23.5) 

6.0 (4.8-

11.4) 

7.3 (4.1-

10.5) 

* Reaches: UB=Upper Bear; UK=Upper Knowles; LB=Lower Bear; MK=Middle 

Knowles; GRC=Golden Ridge Creek; LK=Lower Knowles. 
†
 Contributing area at midpoint of reach. 

§ 
 Mean volume of sediment stored per length of stream = total volume/total stream 

length. 
# 

Mean width of valley floors; assumes bedrock side slopes of 40º extend into deposits to 

level bedrock floors of valleys, weighted for the length of stream the cross-section 

represents.  

** Mean depth= average cross-section depth (=total cross-section area/[average of top 

and bedrock width]), weighted for the length of stream the cross-section represents. 
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†† 
Mean (µRes. time) and standard deviations (σRes. time; years) of residence times for each 

reach based on normalized probability density functions of all Corrected residence times 

in each reach, corrected for age reversals. Means are in years before sampling date which 

was 2003 for Bear, and 2009 for Knowles and Golden Ridge Creeks. 
§§

 mean of standard deviations of individual Corrected residence times. 
## 

Median residence time based on Corrected, normalized probability density functions 

for each reach; years before sampling date. 

*** 90
th

 percentile of residence times based on Corrected, normalized probability density 

functions for each reach; years before sampling date. 
††† 

R
2
 of exponential fit to Corrected, normalized PDF of residence times for each reach. 

Data are presented here since Figure 3.7 has insufficient space for these data.
 

§§§
 Assumes 1.26 x 10

3
 kg/m

3
 as a bulk density for the deposit (Lancaster, unpublished 

data, 2006). Normalized for length of reach.   
###

Assumes a weathered bedrock density of 2.27 x 10
3
 kg/m

3
 (Anderson et al., 2002), and 

bedrock lowering rate of 1.17 x 10
-4

 m/yr (Heimsath et al., 2001) in the upstream 

contributing area for a unit mass flux of 266 tons/km
2
/yr. Assumes local contribution to 

storage comprises fluvial deposits in proportion to ratio of local to total area and all 

debris flow deposits; in parentheses, lower value assumes local contribution is the ratio of 

local to total area, upper value assumes local contribution is 100%. 
 

Table 3.3 Percentages of deposit types from which charcoal was sampled, and their mean 

residence times, and changes in residence times with adjustments for age reversals. 

R* % Deposit
†
 Residence time (yr) (n)

§
 Change in µRT 

(reversals/possible)
 #

 FF FG DF FF FG DF 

UB 0 3 97 - 32 (1) 253 (29) 161 (3/3) 

UK 3 54 43 292 (1) 1278 (19) 882 (15) 546 (6/10) 

LB 33 37 30 1367 (9) 878 (11) 955 (10) 13 (1/5) 

MK 17 49 34 430 (7) 1270 (20) 1431 (14) 39 (2/10) 

GRC 42 39 18 565 (14) 2207 (13) 247 (6) 34 (2/7) 

LK 27 22 51 1819 (12) 2414 (10) 2971 (23) 28 (1/7) 

* R: Reaches: UB=Upper Bear; UK=Upper Knowles; LB=Lower Bear; MK=Middle 

Knowles; GRC=Golden Ridge Creek; LK=Lower Knowles. 
† 

Percentage of each deposit type based on number of residence times for each deposit 

type. FF=fluvial fines; FG=fluvial gravel; DF=debris flow. Note that percentages might 

not sum to 100 due to rounding. 
§ 

Mean of all corrected residence times within deposit type; “n” is the number of 

residence times, including inferred residence times. All times with respect to sampling 

date (2003 for Bear Creek, 2009 for Knowles and Golden Ridge). FF=fluvial fines; 

FG=fluvial gravel; DF=debris flow. 
# 

Change in mean of Corrected residence time (y) with adjusting for age reversals; 

fraction in parentheses is the number of age reversals over the potential number of age 

reversals. Note that one age reversal in UK had three inferred residence times that were 
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not included in the ratio to accurately depict frequency of age reversals. However, these 

inferred residence times were included in adjustments of residence times due to age 

reversals. 
 

Table 3.4. Equations of fits, and R
2
, for conventional and corrected exceedance 

probabilities of residence times for study reaches. 

 UK MK GRC LK 

power-law, 

conventional 

P(t)=84363t
-1.63

, 

R
2
=0.53, t>2000 yr 

P(t)=91.7t
-0.87

, 

R
2
=0.89, t>100 yr 

P(t)=446.5
-1.05

, 

R
2
=0.93, t>300 yr 

P(t)=33643t
-1.44

, 

R
2
=0.88, t>3000 yr 

power law, 

corrected 

P(t)=6(10)
7
t
-2.5

, 

R
2
=0.74, t>2000 yr 

P(t)=213.4t
-0.99

, 

R
2
=0.94, t>100 yr 

P(t)=429.8t
-1.07

, 

R
2
=0.96, t>300 yr 

P(t)=55011t
-1.49

, 

R
2
=0.89, t>3000 yr 

exponential, 

conventional 

P(t)=e
-0.0006t

, 

R
2
=0.68 

P(t)=e
-0.0006t

, 

R
2
=0.30 

P(t)=e
-0.0004t

, 

R
2
=0.37 

P(t)=e
-0.0003t

, 

R
2
=0.84 

exponential, 

corrected 

P(t)=e
-0.0007t

, 

R
2
=0.81 

P(t)=e
-0.0004t

, 

R
2
=0.09 

P(t)=e
-0.0004t

, 

R
2
=0.35 

P(t)=e
-0.0003t

, 

R
2
=0.88 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Conceptual diagram of sediment volume stored at confluences on floors of 

mainstem, headwater valleys plotted with respect to contributing area of tributary. 
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Figure 3.2 Location map of study reaches. Study watersheds are outlined in light blue, 

and extent of study reaches are indicated by the color lines in the legend. Lower and 

Upper Bear are included since I compare some data of Lancaster and Casebeer (2007) 

from these reaches with data from our study reaches. 

A) 
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B) 

 

Figure 3.3 Width of bedrock valley floor of mainstem plotted with respect to contributing 

watershed area. Includes width only for portions of mainstems dominated by fluvial scour 

to maintain consistency of scouring process of these mainstem floors; A) all cross-

sections for Bear and Knowles Creek; B) Cross sections at (within 10 m) and between 

(greater than 60 m) from tributary confluences for Knowles Creek (insufficient data exist 

for other reaches). Equations relate width, W, to contributing area, A, and show fraction 

of variance explained, R
2
; subscripts t, i represent cross-sections at a tributary and inter-

tributary, respectively. 
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Figure 3.4 A) Cross-sectional areas of sediment stored on bedrock valley floors and 

stratigraphy at sampling locations. Stored sediment (black lines) and width of these floors 

(red lines) plotted with respect to stream-wise distance from divide for A) Golden Ridge 

Creek, C) Lower Knowles, E) Upper Knowles, and G) Middle Knowles; heights above 

bedrock for stratigraphic columns and Corrected residence time samples plotted with 

respect to streamwise distance for B) Golden Ridge Creek, D) Lower Knowles, F) Upper 

Knowles, and H) Middle Knowles. In A, C, E, and G: dashed black lines mark ends of 

reaches; gray dashed lines indicate locations of tributaries, with their contributing areas, 

in km
2
, next to the lines, along with landforms observed at the confluences (F=fan, D= 

dam); where two tributaries are too close to have distinct lines, their contributing areas 

are separated by a comma. Streamwise distances are same for pairs of plots for each 

reach. Vertical axes have same scales for A, C, E, G, and for B, D, F, H. 

Stratigraphic sections are not shown with respect to longitudinal profiles since 

there would be insufficient space on the plots to show both accurately. For strata in 

columns (B, D, F, H): black represents inferred depth of subsurface sediment below 

thalweg elevation; brown is in-channel bar; gray is bedrock riser; blue is fluvial gravels; 

red is fluvial fines; yellow is debris flow. The red box in H indicates subsurface sediment 

2 meters deeper than what is shown for these columns. Only contacts separating strata 

with same deposit type are marked with a black line. Near-vertical contacts between 

strata, for stratigraphic sections that were slanted with respect to vertical, are denoted VC. 

Numbers next to stratigraphic columns represent corrected deposit ages (i.e., from 

equations 6, 8, and 10 of Frueh and Lancaster, in prep) that I infer to be residence times, 

with that of the lowest elevation strata written closest to bedrock. Black dots represent 

locations of samples collected to determine residence times. Residence times in italics 

indicate age reversals, and those with “x” followed by a number indicate inferred 

residence times. Debris flow-fluvial transition in UK denoted with an arrow at 1411 m, 

below F. Columns located in tributary banks are denoted with a T next to their residence 

times. 
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Figure 3.5 Averages of width of mainstem valley floors, mainstem storage volume 

(m
3
/m), and average mainstem depths of cross-sections as a function of binned tributary 

contributing area; A) stored sediment volume; B) stored sediment depth; and C) width of 

bedrock valley floor. The number of samples from which averages are calculated are, 

from left to right bins on the x-axis, 11, 30, 6, and 6. Includes data from Bear Creek 

(Lancaster and Casebeer, 2007).  
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B) 

 

Figure 3.6 Volume of stored sediment as a function of contributing area of mainstem for 

Knowles Creek. A) volumes at all cross-sections; B) volumes at tributaries (within 10 m) 

and between tributaries (greater than 60 m from nearest tributary). Only Knowles Creek 

is illustrated since insufficient data exist for the other reaches. Equations relate volume, V 

with contributing area, A, and show fraction of variance explained, R
2
; subscripts t, i 

represent cross-sections at a tributary and inter-tributary, respectively.  
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Figure 3.7 Exceedance plots of residence times for samples from A) Upper Knowles; B) 

Middle Knowles; C) Golden Ridge Creek; and D) Lower Knowles. Solid black lines are 

residence time distributions adjusted for inherited age via conditional convolution, curved 

dashed line is a gamma distribution fit to the data (shape and scale factors, and R2 value 

listed in legend), and straight dashed line is a power law fit to the tail . Note that 

Conventional method is included in only one plot because it otherwise renders the plots 

too difficult to read. 
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4. Conclusion 

The two studies in this thesis are closely linked and sequential, and build upon the 

work of Lancaster and Casebeer (2007). The first study re-analyzed deposit age data of 

(Lancaster and Casebeer, 2007) by correcting these ages for the bias associated with our 

dating technique. This bias is a lag between the start of the radiocarbon “clock” (i.e., 

carbon fixation during photosynthesis) and placement of that “clock” in a particular 

deposit. The second study conducted similar measurements as (Lancaster and Casebeer, 

2007) to examine dynamics of sediment storage in additional reaches of similar length, 

yet different contributing areas and network structures. This study also corrected deposit 

ages for inherited ages estimated in the first study. 

 The inherited age study found that inherited age can be significant. This age, for 

individual pieces of charcoal, ranges from near zero up to ~10 kyr. Mean inherited ages 

are 688, 1506, and 666 yr for fluvial fines, fluvial gravels, and debris flow deposit types, 

respectively. Similarly, standard deviations of these ages, determined from normalized 

probability density functions for each deposit type, are 862, 2176, 1579 yr for these same 

deposit types. Cumulative distribution functions of inherited ages for each deposit type 

were best fit by Weibull distributions, with R
2
 of at least 0.96.  

 Although these inherited ages are of similar magnitude as deposit ages of 

(Lancaster and Casebeer, 2007), these latter ages are adjusted by much less than mean 

inherited ages since the correction procedure (i.e., conditional convolution) disallows 

negative deposit ages. Estimates of deposit ages for each reach decrease by about 20% 

with correction for inherited ages. These decreases in deposit ages, and hence residence 

times inferred from these ages, increase our estimates of percentages of basin denudation 

passing through deposits in the reaches from 11.5% to 14.4%, and from 25.4% to 31.9% 

for Lower and Upper Bear Creek, respectively.  

 Corrections do not change the shapes of distributions, and thus inferences on age-

dependence of sediment removal from the deposits remain the same. The distribution for 

Lower Bear is an exponential distribution. This distribution, borrowing from reservoir 

theory (Bolin and Rodhe, 1973; Eriksson, 1971), suggests that sediment stored in this 
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reach is removed independently of its deposit age (Dietrich et al., 1982), which indicates 

that the stream channel is equally likely to visit all parts of its valley floor. In contrast, 

Upper Bear has a power-law fit to the tail of its distribution, which suggests that young 

deposits are preferentially evacuated and older deposits at the margins are preferentially 

preserved.  

 Building upon the work of (Lancaster and Casebeer, 2007), I performed similar 

measurements in four additional reaches with similar anthropogenic impacts, and 

geology, yet different ranges of contributing areas and assemblages of tributaries (i.e., 

inter-tributary spacing and size of tributaries). I also extended the work to examine width 

of valley floors, including those from (Lancaster and Casebeer, 2007; Lancaster et al., 

2010). 

  I found that width of valley floors increase with contributing area of mainstems, 

although with much variance. Some of this variance is likely due to the influence of 

tributaries, interspersed throughout the reaches, to widen floors of receiving mainstem 

floors as hypothesized by (Lancaster, 2008). When floor width at tributary confluences 

was examined, it increased with contributing area of tributaries. 

Similar to width, volumes of stored sediment on valley floors increased with 

contributing area of their mainstems, although with much variance, as was found by other 

workers (Benda and Dunne, 1997a; Lancaster and Casebeer, 2007; Lancaster et al., 

2001). Some of this variance is likely due to the degree of preservation of a deposit, and 

some variance is likely due to larger deposits forming at confluences with tributaries. In 

contrast with width, volumes of sediment stored at confluences reach a peak at 

contributing areas of tributaries of  ~0.1 km
2
. This is likely due to larger tributaries 

exporting most of their sediment fluvially, which is likely quickly evacuated (Benda and 

Dunne, 1997a; Milhous, 1973). 

In contrast with width and volumes, means and shapes of distributions of 

residence times of sediment stored on valley floors exhibit no trend with contributing 

area of reaches. Means of these times range from 1080 yr to 2541 yr. Two study reaches 
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had exponentially-distributed residence times, and two were best fit by power laws to 

their tails.  

I found percentage of basin denudation entering storage decreases with 

contributing area of mainstem. This trend is likely due to increased proportion of 

sediment influx from fluvial sources, and this influx is likely routed through the system 

quickly (Benda and Dunne, 1997a; Milhous, 1973).
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Appendix A. Supplemental Tables and Figures for Chapter 2 

Table A1. Data on sampling sites and their respective individual radiocarbon dates and 

calibrated ages of charcoal pieces used to constrain inherited ages.  
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AA84009 4534-L 1 1.0 FF 421 +- 33 470 51 529 331 

AA92247  2   973 +- 35 870 46 953 793 

AA92248  3   489 +- 34 525 21 621 496 

AA92249  4   434 +- 34 484 44 535 333 

AA92250  5   690 +- 34 635 41 688 561 

AA92251  6   1850 +- 36 1785 47 1873 1709 

AA92252  7   2494 +- 37 2579 88 2736 2367 

AA92253  8   993 +- 35 892 51 966 796 

AA92254  9   695 +- 35 640 41 691 560 

AA92255  10   654 +- 35 613 37 674 555 

AA92256  11   1141 +- 36 1051 55 1170 967 

AA91853 4414-RTR 1 0.8 DF 529 +- 34 555 37 633 508 

AA91854  2   216 +- 31 187 98 307 -4 

AA91855  3   365 +- 34 411 57 503 316 

AA91856  4   771 +- 34 702 22 740 665 

AA91857  5   189 +- 34 165 91 304 -4 

AA91858  6   700 +- 34 645 40 693 561 

AA91859  7   631 +- 34 606 34 665 551 

AA91860  8   375 +- 34 419 59 506 316 

AA91861  9   349 +- 43 401 56 495 311 

AA92257  10   520 +- 35 548 35 631 505 

AA92209 4379-L 1 0.3 FG 5437 +- 45 6235 52 6314 6029 

AA92210  2   714 +- 34 660 36 724 565 

AA92211  3   1479 +- 35 1366 38 1482 1300 

AA92212  4   3016 +- 37 3223 67 3340 3079 

AA92213  5   1664 +- 35 1572 54 1694 1420 

AA92214  6   396 +- 34 439 60 514 319 

AA91849 4254-RTR 1 0.5 DF 135 +- 38 143 82 282 6 

AA91850  2   495 +- 38 531 29 627 495 

AA91851  3   189 +- 38 165 91 305 -4 

AA91852  4   178 +- 38 160 89 301 -4 

AA92242  5   168 +- 34 156 87 291 -3 

AA92243  6   141 +- 34 145 83 282 5 

AA92244  7   119 +- 34 137 80 273 10 

AA92245  8   212 +- 34 183 98 310 -4 

AA92246  9   180 +- 34 161 89 300 -4 

AA84017 4204-RTR 1 0.4 DF 3743 +- 38 4095 67 4233 3981 
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AA92215  2   1290 +- 34 1227 39 1294 1149 

AA92216  3   1341 +- 35 1264 37 1311 1179 

AA92217  4   1614 +- 36 1491 51 1598 1408 

AA92218  5   877 +- 34 802 56 911 726 

AA92219  6   1213 +- 35 1142 56 1261 1058 

AA92220  7   183 +- 34 162 90 301 -4 

AA92221  8   129 +- 34 140 81 278 8 

AA92223  9   514 +- 34 542 32 628 504 

AA92224  10   1262 +- 35 1204 50 1284 1083 

AA88593 4194-R 1 1.3 FF 6655 +- 44 7530 37 7592 7440 

AA88532  2   6722 +- 46 7587 42 7669 7507 

AA88594  3   8261 +- 49 9247 93 9422 9039 

AA88595  4   6756 +- 45 7615 35 7679 7520 

AA90556  5   7190 +- 41 8009 48 8155 7938 

AA90557  6   6849 +- 41 7682 44 7787 7607 

AA90558  7   7662 +- 46 8462 45 8545 8387 

AA90559  8   8276 +- 47 9272 90 9432 9124 

AA90560  9   7185 +- 46 8007 53 8158 7934 

AA91839  10   7359 +- 56 8175 84 8322 8031 

AA84014 4048-R 1 0.6 DF 9929 +- 52 11371 107 11606 11231 

AA92237  2   1587 +- 35 1470 42 1546 1397 

AA92241  3   1550 +- 36 1449 47 1526 1360 

AA92238  4   1615 +- 36 1492 51 1600 1408 

AA92239  5   1602 +- 35 1480 45 1561 1406 

AA92240  6   1614 +- 36 1491 51 1598 1408 

AA84015 3770-R 1 1.0 FF 7122 +- 44 7945 43 8019 7851 

AA88589  2   4514 +- 40 5167 83 5310 5043 

AA88590  3   4447 +- 40 5097 113 5286 4879 

AA88591  4   4757 +- 41 5491 74 5590 5327 

AA88592  5   4482 +- 74 5126 122 5313 4877 

AA90553  6   4480 +- 39 5148 92 5296 4976 

AA90554  7   6559 +- 40 7471 38 7564 7421 

AA90555  8   6800 +- 41 7639 31 7691 7579 

AA84005 3397-Ra 1 1.4 DF 2082 +- 35 2055 52 2147 1950 

AA92200  2   413 +- 34 459 56 524 325 

AA92201  3   596 +- 35 598 34 654 539 

AA92202  4   2112 +- 36 2091 67 2298 1991 

AA92203  5   379 +- 34 422 60 508 317 

AA92204  6   318 +- 34 386 49 472 303 

AA92205  7   881 +- 34 807 56 911 728 

AA92206  8   404 +- 34 448 58 517 321 

AA92207  9   398 +- 34 441 60 515 319 

AA92208  10   203 +- 34 174 95 307 -4 

AA83998 3397-Rb 1 1.1 DF 571 +- 33 589 36 650 525 

AA91841  2   543 +- 39 571 40 644 510 

AA91842  3   393 +- 39 431 61 515 317 

AA91843  4   452 +- 40 496 42 545 333 
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AA91844  5   373 +- 38 415 59 506 316 

AA91845  6   369 +- 42 412 59 505 315 

AA91846  7   827 +- 39 744 45 896 676 

AA91847  8   366 +- 38 411 58 503 315 

AA91848  9   379 +- 38 420 60 509 316 

AA84028 2778-R 1 1.7 DF 2235 +- 38 2239 56 2339 2152 

AA88533  2   1445 +- 36 1341 28 1395 1295 

AA88533  3   1422 +- 94 1340 95 1539 1145 

AA88622  4   1063 +- 35 981 39 1056 926 

AA88623  5   1127 +- 35 1033 49 1169 959 

AA88624  6   1167 +- 38 1088 59 1179 974 

AA91829  7   2160 +- 43 2180 84 2312 2009 

AA91830  8   7052 +- 56 7879 57 7980 7746 

AA91831  9   1284 +- 43 1216 50 1295 1087 

AA82930 2611-L 1 0.2 FG 1146 +- 65 1073 79 1240 932 

AA88617  2   1002 +- 38 904 54 978 795 

AA88618  3   1340 +- 47 1257 46 1337 1175 

AA88619  4   936 +- 36 851 44 929 771 

AA88620  5   2483 +- 42 2565 96 2722 2365 

AA90561  6   875 +- 35 800 56 910 699 

AA90562  7   1017 +- 35 930 47 1051 798 

AA90563  8   2785 +- 43 2886 56 2991 2780 

AA88568 2013-La 1 0.9 FG 5180 +- 45 5942 67 6173 5757 

AA92225  2   1242 +- 35 1180 56 1269 1073 

AA92226  3   634 +- 34 607 35 666 552 

AA92227  4   251 +- 34 275 105 430 -4 

AA92228  5   325 +- 34 389 50 478 305 

AA92229  6   196 +- 34 169 93 305 -4 

AA92230  7   581 +- 63 591 42 663 517 

AA92231  8   159 +- 34 152 86 287 -3 

AA92232  9   143 +- 34 146 83 283 3 

AA92233  10   1020 +- 36 934 48 1052 798 

AA92234  11   193 +- 34 168 92 305 -4 

AA92235  12   519 +- 34 546 34 630 505 

AA92236  13   5390 +- 42 6188 74 6288 6015 

AA88569 2013-Lb 1 0.3 FG 191 +- 34 166 91 304 -4 

AA92259  2   192 +- 35 167 92 305 -4 

AA91832  3   517 +- 37 547 36 631 504 

AA91833  4   3100 +- 52 3312 63 3444 3168 

AA91834  5   5141 +- 46 5874 72 5991 5749 

AA91835  6   1221 ± 37 1152 58 1263 1061 

AA91836  7   7577 ± 62 8382 64 8537 8210 

AA91837  8   3098 ± 41 3314 50 3398 3213 
1
 Number is streamwise-distance from divide, “R” and “L” refer to right and left bank 

(facing downstream) of stream, “RT”=right bank tributary, and “a” and “b” refers to 

upper and lower units of a stratigraphic column, respectively.  
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2
Height above water surface (at summer low flow), or thalweg if stream section is dry. 

3 
Deposit types of unit; FG=fluvial gravel; FF=fluvial fines, DF=debris flow. 

4 
Ages are radiocarbon years before 1950 with one standard deviations calculated error 

based on combined measurements of sample and background standards. All ages 

determined by accelerator mass spectrometry at NSF-University of Arizona Accelerator 

Mass Spectrometer Facility. 
5 
Weighted mean calibrated ages before 1950. Minimum calibrated age for each unit in 

italics. 
6 

Standard deviation (yr) of calibrated ages. 
7
Calibrated ages given in 2- ranges (95.4% probability) of ages before 1950, obtained 

from IntCal09 calibration curve (Reimer et al., 2009). 

 

Table A2. Raw and corrected deposit ages for Bear Creek.  
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L BC-1 44 R 0.5 FG dw 0.33 I  60 ± 50 181 79 137 84 

 BC-2 147 R 1.7 DF dc 0.23 A AA57073 410 ± 34 508 57 386 143 

 BC-3 147 L 0.3 FG dc 0.29 A AA57074 1970 ± 36 1975 41 1523 515 

 BC-4 94 L 0.8 FF dc 1.13 A AA57075 179 ± 30 215 89 158 90 

 BC-5 236 R 1.3 DF dc 0.12 A AA57076 1706 ± 27 1670 44 1378 382 

 

BC-6 294 L 0 FG 

sl 

br 60.5 B B184181 130 ± 50 195 83 148 87 

 BC-7 430 R 1.7 DF dc 0.27 A AA57077 1056 ± 29 1024 35 813 255 

 BC-8 429 L 0.8 FG dc 0.45 A AA57078 205 ± 30 228 95 175 97 

 BC-9 473 R 2.5 FF dc 0.15 A AA57079 1044 ± 32 1015 36 805 253 

 BC-10 473 R 0.7 FG dc 0.01 A AA57080 2334 ± 33 2408 50 1882 615 

 BC-11 533 L 0.7 FF dc 0.26 A AA57081 3401 ± 33 3703 50 3104 766 

 BC-12 533 L 2.1 FF dc 0.26 A AA57082 2913 ± 32 3115 61 2562 682 

 BC-13 640 R 1 DF dw 2 A AA57083 437 ± 29 548 31 417 147 

 BC-14 700 R 1 DF w 29.9 B B184182 450 ± 50 535 59 408 150 

 BC-15 700 L 1.2 FF wb 27 B B184183 110 ± 50 190 82 139 85 

 

BC-16 700 L 0.2 FG 

sl 

br 38.5 B B184184 130 ± 50 195 83 148 87 

 BC-17 727 L 1.2 DF dc 0.33 A AA57084 1474 ± 30 1412 30 1149 332 

 BC-18 731 L 2.2 DF dc 0.14 A AA57085 1877 ± 31 1867 46 1555 416 

 BC-19 727 R 0.5 DF dc 0.12 A AA57086 816 ± 30 779 29 606 201 

 BC-20 789 L 0.2 FF dc 0.8 A AA57087 3769 ± 30 4191 58 3559 830 

 
BC-21 858 R 0.3 FF 

sl 
br 20.9 B B184185 370 ± 50 464 60 325 140 
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 BC-22 894 R 0.7 FF dc 0.34 A AA57088 201 ± 44 228 98 169 99 

 BC-23 1101 R 0 FG wb 54.1 B B184186 180 ± 50 214 92 164 95 

 BC-24 971 L 1.5 FF dc 0.39 A AA57089 2491 ± 25 2638 76 2131 606 

 BC-25 959 R 1.7 DF dc 0.04 A AA57090 2670 ± 27 2833 26 2442 564 

 
BC-26 94 L 0.3 FG dc 0.02 A AA57091 4434 ± 38 5119 

11
6 4233 1165 

 BC-27 46 R 0.3 FG w 148 B B184187 60 ± 50 181 79 137 84 

 BC-28 1100 R 0.5 FG wb 3.08 I  180 ± 50 214 92 164 95 

 BC-29 94 L 1 FF dw 2.9 I  179 ± 30 215 89 158 90 

 BC-30 538 R 0.2 FG dc 0.15 A AA57092 1267 ± 31 1265 43 950 343 

                 

U 

BC-31 1298 L 0.5 FG dw 3.51 A AA57093 

103.88 ± 

0.37* 47 1 33 14 

 BC-32 1365 L 0.8 DF dc 0.17 A AA57094 402 ± 30 505 56 384 143 

 BC-33 1365 L 1.5 DF dc 0.08 A AA57095 1532 ± 31 1484 49 1213 348 

 BC-34 1365 L 3.1 DF dc 0.45 A AA57096 1128 ± 31 1083 44 864 268 

 BC-35 1365 R 0.6 DF dw 0.25 A AA57097 623 ± 34 658 33 506 174 

 
BC-36 1405 R 0.6 DF dc 0.02 A AA57098 2443 ± 33 2570 

10
7 2198 535 

 BC-37 1405 L 3.8 DF dc 0.05 A AA57099 655 ± 30 666 38 513 176 

 BC-38 1496 R 1 DF dc 0.04 A AA57100 213 ± 30 236 97 186 99 

 BC-39 1496 R 1.7 DF dc 0.03 I  213 ± 30 236 97 186 99 

 BC-40 1499 R 0.7 DF dc 0.04 I  213 ± 30 236 97 186 99 

 BC-41 1485 R 0.1 DF dc 0.04 I  213 ± 30 236 97 186 99 

 BC-42 1492 R 1 DF dc 0.02 I  213 ± 30 236 97 186 99 

 BC-43 1496 R 2.5 DF dc 0.02 A AA57101 3741 ± 35 4145 64 3683 723 

 BC-44 1541 L 1.5 DF dc 0.01 A AA57102 167 ± 30 210 87 164 90 

 
BC-45 1541 L 2.5 DF 

sl 
br 7.45 I  167 ± 30 210 87 164 90 

 BC-46 1597 R 1 DF dw 2.37 A AA57103 126 ± 30 192 80 148 85 

 BC-47 1597 R 1.3 DF w 9.24 I  126 ± 30 192 80 148 85 

 BC-48 1600 R 1 DF dc 0.06 I  126 ± 30 192 80 148 85 

 

BC-49 1884 R 1 DF w 5.15 A AA57104 

119.94 ± 

0.44* 22 1 17 11 

 

BC-50 1922 R 0.7 DF br 50.7 B B184188 

116.99 ± 

0.65* 22 16 14 11 

 
BC-51 2000 R 1.7 DF 

sl 
br 6.85 A AA57105 437 ± 41 530 53 404 147 

 

BC-52 2000 L 0.1 DF br 15.4 B B184189 

111.78 ± 

0.78* 11 20 7 8 

 BC-53 2029 L 1 DF wb 11.8 B B184190 40 ± 60 181 79 140 84 

 

BC-54 2572 R 2.4 DF 

sl 

br 134 B B184191 510 ± 50 602 45 461 162 

 BC-55 1667 R 0.6 DF sv N/A I     7 1 7 1 

 BC-56 1667 R 1.5 DF sv N/A I   7 1 7 1 

 BC-57 1667 L 0.2 DF sv N/A I   7 1 7 1 

 BC-58 1667 L 0.2 DF sv N/A I   7 1 7 1 

 BC-59 1714 R 0.4 DF sv N/A I   7 1 7 1 

 BC-60 1714 R 0.9 DF sv N/A I   7 1 7 1 
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The upper stratum of age reversals (i.e., the one that was adjusted for means and shapes 

to distributions, but not in this table) are italicized; sample ages are reset as follows: BC-

18 to BC-17; BC-33 and BC-34 to BC-32; and BC-43 to BC-38. 

1R = valley reach of sample location; L = lower reach; U = upper reach.    
2 Dist. = sample location’s distance upstream from outlet.   
3B = bank from which sample was taken; R = right bank; L = left bank.   
4 Height above bedrock-sediment interface.   
5 Deposit from which samples were taken; DF = debris-flow deposit; FF = fluvially 

deposited fines; FG = coarse fluvial gravel.   
6 Mat. = material from which age estimate was derived; dw = detrital wood; dc = detrital 

charcoal; w = wood; sl br = streamlined wood branch; br = branch; wb = wood bark; sv = 

surface vegetation (no sample taken from massive, unincised deposit; age derived from 

apparent age of surface vegetation).   
7 Meth. = method by which age estimate derived; A = age determination by accelerator 

mass spectrometry at NSF-University of Arizona Accelerator Mass Spectrometer 

Facility, B = beta decay counting by Beta Analytic; I = inference on the basis of relative 

stratigraphic position.    
8 Ages are radiocarbon years before present (1950 AD) with one standard deviation 

calculated error based on combined measurements of the sample, background and 

modern reference standards except “
*
” denotes post-bomb (post-1950 AD) results in 

percent modern radiocarbon.    
9 µ = mean residence time before sampling date, 2003; σ = standard deviation (calendar 

years). “Raw” residence times equal radiocarbon ages calibrated  from IntCal09 

calibration curve of Reimer et al. (2009) for pre-1950 AD and Bomb04NH1 of Hua and 

Barbetti (2004) for post-1950 AD radiocarbon ages, then adding 53 years (i.e., the 

difference between sample date and calibrated ages reported with respect to 1950); 

“Corrected” are raw residence times conditionally convolved with distributions fit to 

inherited ages of respective deposit types.   
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Figure A1. Example calibration of a radiocarbon age (from 

http://c14.arch.ox.ac.uk/embed.php?File=calibration.html). The red-shaded area on the 

Y-axis is the probability density function (PDF) of a radiocarbon date. The blue shaded 

area is the calibration curve, which relates radiocarbon years to calendar years. The gray-

shaded area on the X-axis is the PDF of calibrated date that results from using the 

calibration curve on the PDF of the radiocarbon date. 

 

http://c14.arch.ox.ac.uk/embed.php?File=calibration.html
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Appendix B. Supplemental Tables and Figures for Chapter 3. 

Table B1. Data on conventional method. 

 UB
*
 UK

*
 LB

*
 MK

*
 GRC

*
 LK

*
 

Area (km
2
)

 †
 0.2 0.8 1.9 2.7 4.4 4.1 

Volume (m
3
/m)

§
 17 21 36 93 59 85 

Avg. width (m)
#
 14 13 22 32 22 45 

Avg. depth (m)** 1.0 1.3 1.4 2.4 1.7 1.6 

µRT (yr)
 ††

 308 1326 1296 1041 1420 2487 

σRT (yr) 
††

 471 1450 1340 1418 2372 3072 

Mean σRT (yr)
§§

 50 70 64 75 67 73 

T50 (yr)
 ##

 208 499 703 634 544 974 

T90 (yr)*** 618 4059 3358 1854 3974 6174 

Flux (kg/yr-km)
†††

 6.7 x 10
4
 2.0 x 10

4
 3.5 x 10

4
 1.1 x 10

5
 5.3 x 10

4
 4.3 x 10

4
 

% Denudation
§§§

 25.4 10.8 (9.3-

12.7) 

11.3 (7.7-

19.6)
 §§

 

20.0 

(16.6-

26.7) 

4.9 (3.9-

9.3) 

7.5 (4.2-

10.7) 

* Reaches: UB=Upper Bear; UK=Upper Knowles; LB=Lower Bear; MK=Middle 

Knowles; GRC=Golden Ridge Creek; LK=Lower Knowles. 
†
 Contributing area at midpoint of reach. 

§ 
 Mean volume of sediment stored per length of stream = total volume/total stream 

length. 
# 

Mean bedrock width of valley floors, assuming bedrock side slopes of 40º extend into 

deposits to level bedrock floors of valleys.  

** Mean depth= length weighted average depths for cross-sections (average cross-section 

depth=total cross-section area/[average of top and bedrock width]). 
†† 

Mean and standard deviations of residence times for each reach based on Conventional 

method, normalized probability density functions for each reach; years before sampling 

date. 
§§

 Average of standard deviations of individual Conventional residence times; years 

before sampling date. 
## 

Median residence time based on Conventional, normalized probability density 

functions for each reach; years before sampling date. 

*** 90
th

 percentile of residence times based on Conventional, normalized probability 

density functions for each reach; years before sampling date. 
†††

Assumes 1.26 x 10
3
 kg/m

3
 as a bulk density for the deposit (Lancaster, unpublished 

data, 2006). Normalized for length of reach.   
§§§

Assumes a weathered bedrock density of 2.27 x 10
3
 kg/m

3
, (Anderson et al., 2002), 

and bedrock lowering rate of 1.17 x 10
-4

 m/yr (Heimsath et al., 2001) in the upstream 

contributing area for a unit mass flux of 266 tons/km
2
/yr. Assumes local contribution to 

storage comprises fluvial deposits in proportion to ratio of local to total area and all 

debris flow deposits; in parentheses, lower value assumes local contribution is the ratio of 

local to total area, upper value assumes local contribution is 100%. 
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Table B2. Data on tributaries to Bear Creek. 
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230 L 0.03 0.43 

270 R 0.09 0.23 

445 L 0.07 0.30 

652 R 0.11 0.14 

682 L 0.07 0.25 

942 R 0.09 0.28 

1001 L 0.04 0.41 

1168 L 0.02 0.57 

1185 R 0.10 0.22 

1291 L 0.03 0.41 

1384 L 0.13 0.15 

1515 R 0.01 0.63 

1601 R 0.08 0.25 

1709 L 0.29 0.12 

1895 R 0.01 0.61 

1925 L 0.21 0.16 

2067 R 0.05 0.37 

2300 R 0.12 0.23 

2549 R 0.05 0.33 

2668 L  Fork 0.06 0.28 

2668 R Fork 0.06 0.33 
1
 Streamwise distance from confluence of tributary with mainstem to outlet of mainstem. 

 

Table B3. Data on radiocarbon dates. Bold type indicates for which method ages were 

used, italic type indicates age reversals.  
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Raw Corrected 

µ (yr)
7
 

σ 

(yr)
8
 

µ 

(yr)
7
 

σ 

(yr)
8
 

U 793-L 0.3 FG A AA88577 205 ± 35 235 95 180 99 

 

913-L 0.5 FG A AA88584 352 ± 62 459 68 333 141 
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1109-L 0.7 DF A AA88537 3457 ± 38 3793 60 3348 685 

 

1133-R 0.8 DF A AA90542 1584 ± 37 1528 43 1253 355 

 

1196-L 0.4 FG A AA88573 183 ± 35 221 90 169 93 

 

1223-L 1.2 DF A AA88559 1281 ± 37 1277 45 1033 308 

 

1329-L 0.5 DF A AA88576 1008 ± 36 974 52 772 246 

 

1400-L 0.5 DF A AA88564 147 ± 34 206 84 161 89 

 

1454-L 0.6 DF A AA88571 605 ± 35 660 33 509 174 

 

1684-L 0.4 FG A AA90543 234 ± 37 283 109 216 116 

 

1744-R 0.2 FG A AA88582 917 ± 40 898 50 664 251 

 

1815-Ra 1.5 FG A AA88567 6092 ± 56 7035 95 5969 1485 

 

1815-Rb 0.2 FG A AA91866 2752 ± 37 2904 0 2301 724 

 

1844-Ra1 0.6 FG A AA90540 1269 ± 37 1268 49 953 344 

 

1844-Ra2 0.6 FG A AA92263 128 ± 78 128 78 

  

 

1844-Rb1 0.3 FG A AA88583 221 ± 35 255 102 195 106 

 

1844-Rb2 0.3 FG A AA92264 394 ± 51 394 51 

  

 

1844-Rc 0.2 FF A AA90539 283 ± 42 414 80 293 132 

 

1887-Ra1 0.7 FG A AA90538 5070 ± 39 5877 54 4915 1295 

 

1887-Ra2 0.7 FG I 

 
5070 ± 0 5877 54 4915 1295 

 

1887-Ra3 0.7 FG I 

 
5070 ± 0 5877 54 4915 1295 

 

1887-Ra4 0.7 FG I 

 
5070 ± 0 5877 54 4915 1295 

 

1887-Rb 0.4 FG A AA90541 3699 ± 51 4099 76 3332 971 

 

1944-L 0.6 DF A AA88572 987 ± 40 942 53 745 240 

 

1948-Ra 1.2 FG A AA88578 105 ± 42 194 80 147 86 

 

1948-Rb 0.7 DF A AA88574 1174 ± 36 1156 56 928 285 

 

2013-La1 0.9 FG A AA88568 5180 ± 45 6001 67 5027 1316 

 

2013-La10 0.9 FG A AA92233 1020 ± 36 993 48 

  

 

2013-La11 0.9 FG A AA92234 193 ± 34 226 92 

  

 

2013-La12 0.9 FG A AA92235 519 ± 34 605 34 

  

 

2013-La13 0.9 FG A AA92236 5390 ± 42 6248 74 

  

 

2013-La2 0.9 FG A AA92225 1242 ± 35 1239 56 

  

 

2013-La3 0.9 FG A AA92226 634 ± 34 666 35 

  

 

2013-La4 0.9 FG A AA92227 251 ± 34 334 105 

  

 

2013-La5 0.9 FG A AA92228 325 ± 34 448 50 

  

 

2013-La6 0.9 FG A AA92229 196 ± 34 228 93 

  

 

2013-La7 0.9 FG A AA92230 581 ± 63 650 42 

  

 

2013-La8 0.9 FG A AA92231 159 ± 34 211 86 

  

 

2013-La9 0.9 FG A AA92232 143 ± 34 205 83 

  

 

2013-Lb1 0.3 FG A AA88569 191 ± 34 225 91 172 95 

 

2013-Lb2 0.3 FG A AA92259 192 ± 35 226 92 

  

 

2013-Lb3 0.3 FG A AA91832 517 ± 37 606 36 

  

 

2013-Lb4 0.3 FG A AA91833 3100 ± 52 3372 63 

  

 

2013-Lb5 0.3 FG A AA91834 5141 ± 46 5934 72 

  

 

2013-Lb6 0.3 FG A AA91835 1221 ± 37 1211 58 

  

 

2013-Lb7 0.3 FG A AA91836 7577 ± 62 8442 64 

  

 

2013-Lb8 0.3 FG A AA91837 3098 ± 41 3374 50 
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2046-L 1.2 DF A AA88560 2913 ± 38 3123 68 2714 605 

 

2070-L 1.5 DF A AA88561 578 ± 35 651 35 502 172 

 

2070-R 1.1 DF A AA88536 286 ± 35 423 65 320 125 

 

2127-Ra  1.9 FG A AA88562 392 ± 39 489 61 354 147 

 

2127-Rb1 1.5 DF A AA88563 2561 ± 38 2712 83 2330 552 

 

2127-Rb2 1.5 DF A AA92260 606 ± 34 606 34 

  

 

2127-Rc1 1.2 FG A AA88566 2062 ± 37 2092 54 1620 543 

 

2127-Rc2 1.2 FG A AA92262 2602 ± 83 2602 83 

  

 

2127-Rd1 0.5 DF A AA88579 239 ± 35 296 108 232 117 

 

2127-Rd2 0.5 DF A AA91867 4041 ± 59 4041 59 

  

 

2136-L1 1 DF A AA88570 244 ± 34 310 107 242 119 

 

2136-L2 1 DF I 

 
244 ± 34 310 107 242 119 

           M 2182-Ra 0.5 DF A AA82953 269 ± 47 384 104 297 132 

 

2182-Rb 0.4 FF A AA82940 117 ± 46 197 82 145 86 

 

2226-La 1.5 FG A AA84026 613 ± 37 661 34 482 187 

 

2226-Lb1 0.7 FG A AA86787 1144 ± 37 1115 57 832 307 

 

2226-Lb2 0.7 FG I 

 
1144 ± 37 1115 57 832 307 

 

2262-R 1.9 FG A AA84030 207 ± 38 238 97 182 101 

 

2291-Lb 1.2 FG A AA82951 4666 ± 53 5472 78 4550 1226 

 

2291-Lc1 0.6 FG A AA84033 5158 ± 41 5965 66 4995 1310 

 

2291-Lc2 0.6 FG I 

 
5158 ± 41 5965 66 4995 1310 

 

2292-La 1.5 DF A AA84031 651 ± 37 671 37 518 177 

 

2331-L 0.7 FG A AA82947 1778 ± 47 1759 69 1348 466 

 

2331-Ra 1.6 FG A AA84029 174 ± 38 217 88 165 92 

 

2331-Rb 0.8 DF A AA84032 169 ± 38 215 87 168 91 

 

2374-R 0.5 FG A AA82948 52 ± 46 184 78 139 84 

 

2512-R1 0.6 DF A AA86783 151 ± 35 208 84 162 89 

 

2512-R2 0.6 DF A AA91864 589 ± 37 589 37 

  

 

2570-Ra1 4.1 DF A AA82941 12025 ± 97 13947 120 13352 1182 

 

2570-Ra2 4.1 DF A AA91840 134 ± 80 134 80 

  

 

2570-Rb 1.3 DF A AA82932 201 ± 54 240 105 190 108 

 

2573-L 1.3 DF A AA82950 195 ± 46 230 96 181 100 

 

2611-La 0.9 DF A AA82934 384 ± 46 479 61 364 138 

 

2611-Lb1 0.2 FG A AA82930 1146 ± 65 1132 79 847 314 

 

2611-Lb2 0.2 FG A AA88617 1002 ± 38 963 54 

  

 

2611-Lb3 0.2 FG A AA88618 1340 ± 47 1316 46 

  

 

2611-Lb4 0.2 FG A AA88619 936 ± 36 910 44 

  

 

2611-Lb5 0.2 FG A AA88620 2483 ± 42 2624 96 

  

 

2611-Lb6 0.2 FG A AA90561 875 ± 35 859 56 

  

 

2611-Lb7 0.2 FG A AA90562 1017 ± 35 989 47 

  

 

2611-Lb8 0.2 FG A AA90563 2785 ± 43 2945 56 

  

 

2732-R1 0.6 FG A AA86785 999 ± 36 959 52 711 267 

 

2732-R2 0.6 FG I 

 
999 ± 36 959 52 711 267 

 

2778-Ra1 1.7 DF A AA84028 2235 ± 38 2298 56 1948 488 
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2778-Ra2 1.7 DF A AA88533 1445 ± 36 1400 28 

  

 

2778-Ra4 1.7 DF A AA88622 1063 ± 35 1040 39 

  

 

2778-Ra5 1.7 DF A AA88623 1127 ± 35 1092 49 

  

 

2778-Ra6 1.7 DF A AA88624 1167 ± 38 1147 59 

  

 

2778-Ra7 1.7 DF A AA91829 2160 ± 43 2240 84 

  

 

2778-Ra8 1.7 DF A AA91830 7052 ± 56 7939 57 

  

 

2778-Ra9 1.7 DF A AA91831 1284 ± 43 1275 50 

  

 

2778-Rb1 0.5 DF A AA86784 181 ± 35 220 89 173 93 

 

2778-Rb2 0.5 DF A AA90564 135 ± 79 135 79 

  

 

2870-R 0.5 FG A AA82946 1065 ± 47 1045 51 778 288 

 

2902-L 0.5 FF A AA82945 462 ± 46 560 48 396 161 

 

2939-L 0.8 FG A AA86788 336 ± 35 453 52 327 135 

 

2977-R 1.3 FF A AA82938 148 ± 46 206 85 152 89 

 

3061-R 0.9 FF A AA86782 220 ± 36 254 102 188 105 

 

3111-Ra 2.3 FF A AA82943 133 ± 46 202 83 148 87 

 

3111-Rb 0.8 FG A AA82954 1086 ± 47 1063 51 792 293 

 

3118-L1 2.1 DF A AA82937 936 ± 46 907 50 715 232 

 

3118-L2 2.1 DF I 

 
936 ± 0 907 50 715 232 

 

3185-La1 1.3 FG A AA82935 1086 ± 63 1070 72 798 298 

 

3185-La2 1.3 FG I 

 
1086 ± 63 1070 72 798 298 

 

3185-La3 1.3 FG I 

 
1086 ± 63 1070 72 798 298 

 

3185-Lb 1 DF A AA82931 1176 ± 46 1159 66 931 287 

 

3209-La1 1 FG A AA88621 2330 ± 160 2444 210 1917 648 

 

3209-La2 1 FG A AA92258 8027 ± 58 8027 58 

  

 

3209-Lb1 0.5 DF A AA82949 300 ± 54 427 82 326 132 

 

3209-Lb2 0.5 DF A AA91865 1247 ± 42 1247 42 

  

 

3263-L 0.5 FF A AA86786 130 ± 35 200 81 146 86 

 

3346-R 0.9 FF A AA82957 2260 ± 55 2308 67 1839 547 

           L 3372-L 1.6 DF A AA84010 655 ± 33 672 38 519 177 

 

3397-Ra1 1.4 DF A AA84005 2082 ± 35 2114 52 1780 458 

 

3397-Ra10 1.4 DF A AA92208 203 ± 34 233 95 

  

 

3397-Ra2 1.4 DF A AA92200 413 ± 34 518 56 

  

 

3397-Ra3 1.4 DF A AA92201 596 ± 35 657 34 

  

 

3397-Ra4 1.4 DF A AA92202 2112 ± 36 2151 67 

  

 

3397-Ra5 1.4 DF A AA92203 379 ± 34 481 60 

  

 

3397-Ra6 1.4 DF A AA92204 318 ± 34 445 49 

  

 

3397-Ra7 1.4 DF A AA92205 881 ± 34 866 56 

  

 

3397-Ra8 1.4 DF A AA92206 404 ± 34 507 58 

  

 

3397-Ra9 1.4 DF A AA92207 398 ± 34 500 60 

  

 

3397-Rb1 1.1 DF A AA83998 571 ± 33 648 36 499 172 

 

3397-Rb2 1.1 DF A AA91841 543 ± 39 630 40 

  

 

3397-Rb3 1.1 DF A AA91842 393 ± 39 490 61 

  

 

3397-Rb4 1.1 DF A AA91843 452 ± 40 555 42 

  

 

3397-Rb5 1.1 DF A AA91844 373 ± 38 474 59 
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3397-Rb6 1.1 DF A AA91845 369 ± 42 471 59 

  

 

3397-Rb7 1.1 DF A AA91846 827 ± 39 802 45 

  

 

3397-Rb8 1.1 DF A AA91847 366 ± 38 470 58 

  

 

3397-Rb9 1.1 DF A AA91848 379 ± 38 479 60 

  

 

3482-L 0.9 FF A AA84003 556 ± 33 638 38 454 180 

 

3524-R 0.2 DF A AA82956 1151 ± 47 1129 65 905 281 

 

3532-L 0.6 DF A AA84006 4359 ± 38 4991 57 4499 802 

 

3593-R 0.8 DF A AA88586 969 ± 35 926 46 731 235 

 

3709-L 1 DF A AA84000 5337 ± 40 6173 73 5650 895 

 

3770-R1 1 FF A AA84015 7122 ± 44 8004 43 7243 1147 

 

3770-R2 1 FF A AA88589 4514 ± 40 5226 83 

  

 

3770-R3 1 FF A AA88590 4447 ± 40 5156 113 

  

 

3770-R4 1 FF A AA88591 4757 ± 41 5550 74 

  

 

3770-R5 1 FF A AA88592 4482 ± 74 5185 122 

  

 

3770-R6 1 FF A AA90553 4480 ± 39 5207 92 

  

 

3770-R7 1 FF A AA90554 6559 ± 40 7530 38 

  

 

3770-R8 1 FF A AA90555 6800 ± 41 7698 31 

  

 

3800-LTR1 0.8 FG A AA84020 175 ± 71 229 104 177 107 

 

3800-LTR2 0.8 FG I 

 
175 ± 71 229 104 177 107 

 

3800-LTR3 0.8 FG I 

 
175 ± 71 229 104 177 107 

 

3842-R1 0.8 FF A AA83997 580 ± 34 652 35 464 183 

 

3842-R2 0.8 FF I 

 
580 ± 34 652 35 464 183 

 

3877-Ra 0.6 FF A AA84019 942 ± 60 908 60 663 251 

 

3877-Rb 0.3 DF A AA84004 7200 ± 260 8104 250 7548 1032 

 

3921-L1 1.2 DF A AA84013 1700 ± 120 1678 137 1387 401 

 

3921-L2 1.2 DF I 

 
1700 ± 120 1678 137 1387 401 

 

4004-RTL 0.8 FG A AA84023 1746 ± 38 1715 53 1312 454 

 

4048-R1 0.6 DF A AA84014 9929 ± 52 11430 107 10846 1127 

 

4048-R2 0.6 DF A AA92237 1587 ± 35 1529 42 

  

 

4048-R3 0.6 DF A AA92241 1550 ± 36 1508 47 

  

 

4048-R4 0.6 DF A AA92238 1615 ± 36 1551 51 

  

 

4048-R5 0.6 DF A AA92239 1602 ± 35 1539 45 

  

 

4048-R6 0.6 DF A AA92240 1614 ± 36 1550 51 

  

 

4069-L1 0.2 FG A AA83996 266 ± 33 383 89 281 128 

 

4069-L2 0.2 FG I 

 
266 ± 33 383 89 281 128 

 

4115-L 1.7 DF A AA84018 400 ± 34 502 59 383 143 

 

4194-R 2.3 DF A AA84022 3743 ± 40 4155 69 3694 724 

 

4204-LTR 0.1 DF A AA84021 3541 ± 38 3877 62 3429 694 

 

4204-RTR1 0.4 DF A AA84017 3743 ± 38 4154 67 3694 724 

 

4204-

RTR10 0.4 DF A AA92224 1262 ± 35 1263 50 

  

 

4204-RTR2 0.4 DF A AA92215 1290 ± 34 1286 39 

  

 

4204-RTR3 0.4 DF A AA92216 1341 ± 35 1323 37 

  

 

4204-RTR4 0.4 DF A AA92217 1614 ± 36 1550 51 

  

 

4204-RTR5 0.4 DF A AA92218 877 ± 34 861 56 
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4204-RTR6 0.4 DF A AA92219 1213 ± 35 1201 56 

  

 

4204-RTR7 0.4 DF A AA92220 183 ± 34 221 90 

  

 

4204-RTR8 0.4 DF A AA92221 129 ± 34 199 81 

  

 

4204-RTR9 0.4 DF A AA92223 514 ± 34 601 32 

  

 

4209-R 0.9 DF A AA84011 1189 ± 34 1174 52 943 288 

 

4264-L 0.1 DF A AA84024 285 ± 46 414 84 317 130 

 

4304-R 0.4 FF A AA84016 124 ± 33 197 80 144 86 

 

4360-L 0.3 FF A AA82955 950 ± 47 914 50 668 251 

 

4379-La 1.1 FF A AA83999 843 ± 34 816 46 591 226 

 

4379-Lb 0.3 FG A AA92214 396 ± 34 439 60 

  

 

4411-R 1.4 FG A AA86778 343 ± 35 456 53 330 136 

 

4434-L1 0.8 DF A AA84008 3142 ± 36 3427 42 3001 641 

 

4434-L2 0.8 DF I 

 
3142 ± 36 3427 42 3001 641 

 

4434-L3 0.8 DF I 

 
3142 ± 36 3427 42 3001 641 

 

4434-L4 0.8 DF I 

 
3142 ± 36 3427 42 3001 641 

 

4469-Ra1 1.7 DF A AA88587 4485 ± 44 5207 94 4708 824 

 

4469-Ra2 1.7 DF I 

 
4485 ± 0 5207 94 4708 824 

 

4469-Rb1 1.1 FF A AA84002 9816 ± 52 11293 43 10495 1276 

 

4469-Rb2 1.1 FF A AA88596 -31 ± 20 -31 20 

  

 

4469-Rb3 1.1 FF A AA88597 
12166 ± 

129 12166 129 

  

 

4469-Rc1 0.5 FG A AA88535 2313 ± 53 2378 98 

  

 

4469-Rc2 0.5 FG I 

 
9975 ± 66 11524 138 10172 2087 

 

4469-Rc3 0.5 FG A AA91862 9975 ± 66 11524 138 10172 2087 

 

4526-Ra1 0.7 FF A AA84007 87 ± 33 187 78 136 83 

 

4526-Ra2 0.7 FF I 

 
87 ± 33 187 78 136 83 

 

4526-Rb 0.2 FG A AA84001 1447 ± 56 1414 50 1069 381 

 

4534-L1 1 FF A AA84009 421 ± 33 529 51 373 154 

 

4534-L10 1 FF A AA92255 654 ± 35 672 37 

  

 

4534-L11 1 FF A AA92256 1141 ± 36 1110 55 

  

 

4534-L2 1 FF A AA92247 973 ± 35 929 46 

  

 

4534-L3 1 FF A AA92248 489 ± 34 584 21 

  

 

4534-L4 1 FF A AA92249 434 ± 34 543 44 

  

 

4534-L5 1 FF A AA92250 690 ± 34 694 41 

  

 

4534-L6 1 FF A AA92251 1850 ± 36 1844 47 

  

 

4534-L7 1 FF A AA92252 2494 ± 37 2639 88 

  

 

4534-L8 1 FF A AA92253 993 ± 35 951 51 

  

 

4534-L9 1 FF A AA92254 695 ± 35 699 41 

  

           G 3246-Ra 1.2 FG A AA88615 292 ± 34 430 58 310 130 

 

3246-Rb 0.4 FF A AA90545 118 ± 37 196 80 143 86 

 

3249-L 0.5 FF A AA90546 107 ± 37 193 79 141 85 

 

3290-L 2.3 FG A AA88600 4372 ± 41 5007 72 4134 1142 

 

3337-La 1.4 FF A AA88607 905 ± 38 890 52 649 245 

 

3337-Lb 0.9 FG A AA90552 4983 ± 40 5782 69 4829 1279 
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3485-LTL 0.9 FG A AA88614 10480 ± 58 12458 122 11063 2189 

 

3487-R 0.6 FF A AA88608 316 ± 35 445 50 311 132 

 

3489-L1 0.7 FG A AA88603 1632 ± 37 1576 59 1200 421 

 

3489-L2 0.7 FG I 

 
1632 ± 0 1576 59 1200 421 

 

3516-La 1.2 FF A AA88612 1674 ± 44 1644 62 1265 417 

 

3516-Lb 0.5 FG A AA92266 350 ± 35 460 54 332 138 

 

3547-R 1.1 FG A AA88609 192 ± 35 226 92 173 95 

 

3591-La 0.6 FF A AA90549 403 ± 37 502 60 353 149 

 

3591-Lb 0.3 FF A AA88538 959 ± 36 920 44 672 251 

 

3631-L 1 FF A AA88605 180 ± 34 220 89 163 92 

 

3685-L 0.2 FF A AA88606 174 ± 34 218 88 161 91 

 

3691-R 1.2 FF A AA90551 401 ± 36 501 60 353 149 

 

3739-L 0.4 FG A AA88598 1654 ± 39 1615 62 1231 431 

 

3752-R 0.5 FG A AA90547 1161 ± 37 1138 59 851 313 

 

3777-RTL 0.7 DF A AA88602 0 ± 0 36 0 27 14 

 

3800-L 0.2 FG A AA88611 1250 ± 39 1246 57 936 340 

 

3815-Ra  1 DF A AA90550 189 ± 37 224 91 176 95 

 

3815-Rb 0.4 DF A AA88599 108 ± 35 193 79 149 85 

 

3815-Rc 0.2 FG A AA88616 624 ± 35 664 34 484 187 

 

3843-RTR 0.2 DF A AA88604 358 ± 35 465 56 353 133 

 

3894-R1 1.3 DF A AA90548 411 ± 37 511 59 390 145 

 

3894-R2 1.3 DF I 

 
411 ± 0 511 59 390 145 

 

3916-L 0.4 FF A AA88601 131 ± 36 200 82 147 86 

 

3950-La 1.2 FF A AA88610 611 ± 38 661 34 471 185 

 

3950-Lb 0.9 FF A AA88613 3583 ± 39 3945 61 3330 799 

 

3961-R 0.1 FG A AA90544 2561 ± 51 2691 92 2121 681 

 

4099-L 0.5 FF A AA92265 984 ± 36 939 50 687 256 
1 

R = valley reach of sample location.    
2
 Station = sample location’s distance downstream from watershed divide; R = right 

bank; L = left bank; RTL is right bank of left bank tributary; a, b, c, d = layer from which 

sample was collected (a=top-most layer, b=next layer down, etc.); 1, 2, 4…= order of 

selection of samples within a layer.   
3
Height above bedrock-sediment interface.   

4
 Deposit types from which samples were taken; DF = debris-flow deposit; FF = fluvially 

deposited fines; FG = coarse fluvial gravel.   
5
 Method = method by which age estimate derived; AMS = age determination by 

accelerator mass spectrometry at NSF-University of Arizona Accelerator Mass 

Spectrometer Facility; INF = inference on the basis of relative stratigraphic position.    
6
Ages are radiocarbon years before present (1950 AD) with one standard deviation 

calculated error based on combined measurements of the sample, background and 

modern reference standards except “
*
” denotes post-bomb (post-1950 AD) results in 

percent modern radiocarbon.    
7
µ = mean age before sampling date, 2009.  
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8
σ = standard deviation (calendar years). “Raw” (i.e., calibrated) ages obtained from 

IntCal09 calibration curve of (Reimer et al., 2009) for pre-1950 AD and Bomb04NH1 of 

Hua and Barbetti (2004) for post-1950 AD radiocarbon ages; “Corrected” are calibrated 

ages conditionally convolved with inherited age fits of respective deposit types.   
 

Table B4. 95% confidence intervals for residence times from each reach. 

 UB
*
 UK

*
 LB

*
 MK

*
 GRC

*
 LK

*
 

95% confidence 

interval of 

residence times 

(yr) 

156-

507 

732-

1541 

699-

1504 

727-

2387 

663-

2293 

1780-

3581 

µRes. time (yr)
 †
 245 1080 1051 1182 1154 2541 

* Reaches: UB=Upper Bear; UK=Upper Knowles; LB=Lower Bear; MK=Middle 

Knowles; GRC=Golden Ridge Creek; LK=Lower Knowles. 
† 

Mean (µRes. time) of residence times for each reach based on normalized probability 

density functions of all corrected residence times in each reach, corrected for age 

reversals. Means are in years before sampling date which was 2003 for Bear, and 2009 

for Knowles and Golden Ridge Creeks. 

Table B5. Parameters and R
2
 of gamma distribution fit to PDFs of residence times from 

conventional method, and R
2
 of exponential fit to this PDF. 

 UB
*
 UK

*
 LB

*
 MK

*
 GRC

*
 LK

*
 

shape factor 0.43 0.84 0.94 0.54 0.36 0.66 

scale factor 720 1585 1386 1931 3963 3794 

R
2 
(gamma) 0.95 0.90 0.98 0.92 0.93 0.97 

R
2
 (exponential) 0.40 0.68 0.97 0.30 0.37 0.84 

* Reaches: UB=Upper Bear; UK=Upper Knowles; LB=Lower Bear; MK=Middle 

Knowles; GRC=Golden Ridge Creek; LK=Lower Knowles. 
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Figure B1. Location of cross sections for each reach. Contour intervals are 5 m, green 

lines mark upstream end of reach, red lines mark downstream end of reach. Numbers on 
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map indicates distance from divide (same distance as shown in Figure 3.4). Reaches are: 

A) Upper Knowles; B) Middle Knowles; C) Golden Ridge Creek; D) Lower Knowles. 

 

 

Figure B2. Trapping efficiency plotted with respect to contributing area at the mid-point 

of each reach.  
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Figure B3. Width of bedrock valley floor of mainstem plotted with respect to contributing 

watershed area for each stream. Plot includes width only for portions of mainstems 

dominated by fluvial scour to maintain consistency of scouring process of these mainstem 

floors. Equations relate width, W, to contributing area, A, for each reach. 

 

 

Figure B4. Tributary slopes (near their mouths) plotted with respect to their contributing 

areas.  
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Figure B5. Trapping efficiency plotted with respect to percentage of supply from debris 

flow-dominated sources.  Equation relates trapping efficiency, Te, with percentage of 

supply from debris flow-dominated sources,Pdf, and lists fraction of variance explained, 

R
2
. 
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Figure B6. Probability density functions of Conventional (A: Upper Knowles; C: Middle 

Knowles; E: Golden Ridge Creek; and G: Lower Knowles) and Corrected (B: Upper 

Knowles; D: Middle Knowles; F: Golden Ridge Creek; and H: Lower Knowles) methods 

for each reach. 
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